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Introduction &
Background

International Maritime Organisation (IMO) is evaluating needs for control of
Black Carbon (BC). Although EC is not a commensurable definition with BC, it
is often discussed with the BC results. The EC determination using thermaloptical principle is challenging, particularly when samples contain minerals,
organics or sulphates and bound water substantially. In this work, several
pathways to alleviate artefacts in the EC analysis from ship PM were studied,
including different temperature programs, extraction procedures and using
constant split time as a quality control method. The Shipping Emissions in the
Arctic – Black Carbon (SEA-EFFECTS BC) project in the Arctic Seas
programme of Tekes aims at more reliable BC measurements from ships. The
PM samples were collected from a marine diesel engine at VTT’s engine
laboratory.

Methodology

x

Results &
Conclusions

Minerals or oxygen containing compounds in PM may lead to underestimated
EC, while transformations in the sample (or leak in the instrument) may lead to
the pre-oxygen split and overestimated EC. In this work, the EUSAAR2 (prEN
16909) and NIOSH 5040 with two peak temperatures (870 °C and 750 °C)
were studied. The EUSAAR2 protocol suited best for the ship PM samples as
its peak temperature in the inert mode is sufficiently low and temperature rise is
sufficiently slow to avoid premature evolving EC and unintentional changes in
the samples. Prolongation of EUSAAR2 was needed to avoid overlapping of
the last sample peak and the methane calibration peak for samples from diesel
engines using distillate-type fuels.
EC may be biased when PM contains a large amount of organic carbon (OC)
prone to pyrolysis, though the determination of the split point based on
recording of the laser intensity over the analysis takes this into account. In this
work, samples were extracted with water, alcohols and organic solvents prior to
the analysis to remove OC and other soluble constituent that may interfere with
the analysis. Extractions led to irregular changes in the EC results.
Furthermore, OC cannot be determined after the washing procedure.
Interpretation of thermograms for ship PM samples was challenging, if the
samples contained liquid compounds. When samples were wet, the laser
throughput drop in the first temperature step may be interpretated as the start
of pyrolysis, though it is due to drying of filters. For the wet samples, manual
split point determination was needed.
The optical correction may lead to high differences in the EC results, though
thermograms of the EC part were similar. The round-robin EC results were
depended on a laboratory, personnel and generation of the instrument even
when the EC part of thermograms was similar. When using the constant split
time, the EC results were similar in different laboratories. The constant split
method seemed feasible as the quality control method for the EC analysis.
Aknowledgements are given to the financial support from Tekes (40356/14)
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Introduction &
Background

Locomotives with diesel engines are widely spread worldwide and are an
important source of air pollution. Pollutant emissions by locomotive engines
affect air quality inside passenger trains. This study is aimed at investigation
of air pollution by ultrafine particles (UFP) inside passenger trains and a
comparison with some other transportation modes like buses and cars. The
gained data provide a basis for assessment of passengers’ exposure to this
dangerous pollutant.

Methodology

The ultrafine particle number concentrations inside passenger train carriages
were measured by a diffusion size classifier (DiSC, Matter Engineering AG,
Switzerland). This device is a small, easily portable, battery operated
instrument and is therefore well suited for field measurements. Previously
reported results of experiments with this instrument revealed that the
measured particle number concentrations agree well with those gained with
condensation particle counter. The time resolution of this instrument enables
measurement of transient engine operation modes.

Results &
Conclusions

Concentrations of UFP inside the carriages of push-pull trains are found to be
dramatically higher when the train operates in pull mode. Minimal average
UFP number concentrations (NC) measured in a train operating in pull mode
are higher by a factor of 2.2 and by a factor of 2.4 than the average UFP NC
value reported for car cabins (4.5·104 cm-3) and for buses (4.2·104 cm-3),
respectively. The highest levels of air pollution by UFP are observed inside
the carriages of pull trains close to the locomotive, whereas average UFP NC
in these wagons are found to be higher by up to an order of magnitude than
in car cabins. UFP concentrations are substantially lower in diesel multipleunit trains as compared to those measured in trains operating in the pull
mode. Significant influence of the train movement regime on UFP NC inside
a carriage is found.
Average UFP concentrations measured in the intercity buses using the same
methods and instruments as in trains, were found to be relatively low – in
average approximately 1.5·104 cm-3. This value is lower by a factor of 6.6
than minimal average UFP concentrations measured in a train operating in
pull mode. The obtained results show that UFP’s air pollution inside a bus is
considerably higher at the back seats.
Effective measures could be undertaken at affordable costs and in a shortterm to substantially reduce passengers’ exposure to air pollution inside
trains (e.g. retrofitting locomotive engines with particle filters or even with
more effective combined NOx-PN reduction systems; using HEPA filters in
the carriage HVAC system, etc.). Further investigations in this field can
contribute significantly to reduction of train passengers’ exposure to harmful
ultrafine particles.
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Introduction &
Background

Exposure to ultrafine particles (UFP, < 100 nm) has become a serious threat for
the urban population since their levels are associated with a variety of adverse
health effects, particularly cardiovascular and pulmonary disease. Many
combustion processes are a direct source of UFPs, with road traffic being a
major contributor in urban areas. However, freshly emitted UFPs have a short
atmospheric lifetime and their chemical and physical properties rapidly change in
time and space. Knowing the underlying mechanism of these dynamic behaviors
and exposure effects requires long-term studies, which still remains unclear in
the most populous areas with highly polluting vehicles.

Methodology

This work presents fall-time spatiotemporal variation of UFPs across the city of
Tehran, one of the largest cities in the Middle East and Asia, using a combination
of stationary and mobile monitoring. Seven fixed-site air quality monitoring
stations (3 roadside and 4 residential background) were selected to capture
diurnal patterns of UFP, while mobile monitoring was conducted in a typical
downtown area during evening rush hour (5-7 pm). To cover the whole spectrum
of urban-specific, traffic-related UFP characteristics, stationary sites were
distributed in different urban environments, and mobile monitoring routes
consisted of four different road types including highways, main streets, local
streets and low traffic intensity roads. The study focused on measuring the
spatial and temporal variation of total particle number concentration (PNC) and
count mean diameter of UFPs, with their potential relationship to traffic,
meteorological and other pollutants records.

Results &
Conclusions

The diurnal pattern of UFPs revealed higher concentrations of particles in both
roadside and background stations, compared to clean large cities (e.g. Zurich).
Daily average of PNC reached to 75,000 cm-3 with a mean diameter of 48 nm
for roadside and 45,000 cm-3 with a mean diameter of 54 nm for background
stations. For both types of stations, PNC had reasonable correlation with traffic
intensity variations, and increased monotonically in morning and evening rush
hour peaks. On the other hand, GIS techniques used to map UFP metrics
showed that highway environments are influenced by extremely high particle
concentrations with small diameters (622,000 cm-3 and 24 nm), whereas streets
with low traffic intensities are characterized by larger particles (80,000 cm-3 and
40 nm). Furthermore, a correlation analysis was conducted between PNC and
concentration of other urban-derived pollutants measured simultaneously in air
quality monitoring stations. The non-parametric Spearman’s rho indicated strong
positive correlation with PM2.5 (rho = 0.72) and PM10 (rho = 0.62), and
moderate positive correlation with CO (rho = 0.55), which suggests same source
of emission and similar mechanisms of atmospheric dispersion. Correlation
analysis also revealed weak positive relationship of PNC with NO2 (rho = 0.20)
and negative moderate relationship with O3 (rho = -0.42) and SO2 (rho = -0.51),
which is consistent with previous studies.
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Caption Figure 1:

Diurnal variation of PNC and mean diameter for roadside (red box plot) and
residential background (blue box plot) stations.
Caption Figure 2:

Box plot of PNC and mean diameter as a function of road type for mobile
monitoring study area.
Author CV:
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Introduction &
Background

Tehran megacity, capital of Iran and the nation largest metropolitan area, is one of
the world’s most polluted cities. During recent years about one-third to half of the
days each year were reported polluted, mainly due to PM2.5 exceeding national
standard levels. These particles contain chemical contents such as organic trace
elements, toxic metals and carbonaceous components particularly in the
nanoparticles size fractions with major effects on population health. Hence, it is
essential to determine the components of these particles. The present study aims to
identify the major components including organic and elemental carbon and heavy
metals of PM2.5 and their temporal variations in Tehran.

Methodology

PM2.5 samples were collected in a typical residential station at Sharif University of
Technology, in Tehran. The quartz and Teflon filters were loaded by 24-hr samples
every 6 days for a full year from February 2014 to February 2015, using two lowvolume ambient air samplers. In order to determining the total mass concentration
of PM2.5 and its components gravimetrical and chemical analyses were performed.
These analyses includes thermal evolution/optical transmittance (TOT), ion
chromatography (IC), sector field inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry
(SF-ICP-MS), and gas chromatography mass spectrophotometry (GC-MS), which
were performed at the Water Science and Engineering Laboratory and the
Wisconsin State Laboratory of Hygiene at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
Hence, most components of particles including carbonaceous content, ions, toxic
metals, and organic tracers were determined.

Results &
Conclusions

The main constituent of airborne particles were determined to be carbonaceous
components (organic matter and elemental carbon) with mean contribution and
concentration of 47% and 11.32±2.52 μgm−3, respectively (Fig 1). This high
contribution indicates the significance of anthropogenic urban sources in Tehran
(mainly combustion by mobile sources), which are also known as important sources
of nanoparticles. These components were dominant during the study period except
hot and windy periods, which dust contribution was very high. The levels of more
than 100 organic compounds such PAHs, n-alkanoic acids, as n-alkanes, n-alkenoic
acids, aliphatic, aromatic dicarboxylic acids, and key tracer organic compounds and
heavy metals, such as Cd, Cr, Ni, V, Pb, and Zn, which are mainly in nanoparticles
fraction and have undesirable effects on health, were determined. The most
abundant heavy metals were Zn and Pb, with maximum monthly averages of 0.23
and 0.19 μg/m3, respectively. As an example the monthly variation of several PAHs,
which are mainly known as combustion product nanoparticles, are presented in Fig
2. These components generally had higher levels in cold seasons due to several
reasons such stable atmospheric conditions, increased combustion rates, and cold
starts. Most of these metals and organics are mainly originated from fuel oil
combustion, break abrasion, and tire wear.
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Caption Figure
1:

Chemical composition of ambient particulate matter in Tehran
Caption Figure
2:

Monthly concentrations of main PAHs in particulate phase in Tehran
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Introduction &
Background

Indoor air quality (IAQ) has become a global health issue due to rapid
urbanization resulting into construction of air tight high rise buildings
affecting the indoor environments. People spend 80-90% of their time inside
the indoor environments compared to ambient environment making IAQ
assessment a sin qua non.
This study evaluates the level of respirable suspended particulate matter
(RSPM) (i.e. PM10, PM2.5 and PM1.0) along with thermal comfort
parameter’s (i.e. temperature and relative humidity) and it’s characterization
in one of the selected mechanically ventilated underground metro station
(UMS) platform in Delhi city, India. This is the first comprehensive IAQ
assessment which carried out in Delhi metro rail system so for.

Methodology

Hourly average PM10, PM2.5, PM1.0 and thermal comfort parameters (i.e.
temperature and relative humidity) has been monitored in the middle of the
platform using pre-calibrated environmental dust monitor (GRIMM Model
1.107) and IAQ monitors (GRIMM Aerosol Technik, 2003; YESAIR, 2012),
respectively. The fixed ambient monitoring has been carried out
simultaneously at roof top of the metro station
Total RSPM mass was collected on 47 mm PTFE filters using GRIMM
1.107. A total of 7 Polymeric samples were collected, both indoor and
outdoor environment and a blank filter for reference. After carbon coating,
particles has been characterized using a ZEISS EVO50 SEM (ZEISS EVO
50 model) with a spatial resolution of 2.0 nm at 30 kV with 0.2 to 30 kV
acceleration voltage and magnification of 5X to 1000000X. The ZEISS SEM
was equipped with EDX, thus being able to obtain information on
morphology and elemental composition of the particles. The analyses has
been carried out at the Central Facility Unit of the Indian Institute of
Technology (IIT) Delhi (India).

Results & Conclusions Critical winter period diurnal monitoring has been done for a week in the
month of January. Figure 1 whisker shows the ranges (i.e. 5 and 95% data
distribution) of indoor and outdoor hourly average of PM10, PM2.5 and
PM1.0 concentrations. PM10 concentration has found significantly highest
in the UMS platform i.e. 2.6 times higher than the indoor acceptable limit.
Past studies also report much higher RSPM concentrations in UMS platform
compared with the other transport modes or surface platforms (Adams et
al., 2001; Carteni et al., 2015; Martins et al., 2016; Seaton et al., 2005).
Indoor/outdoor (I/O) ratio for PM10, PM2.5 and PM1.0 is 1.3, 0.9 and 0.7,
respectively indicating that the PM10 concentration are generating internally
within the UMS, but, PM2.5 and PM1.0 are infiltrating from outdoor
environment.
The morphology was characterized using SEM technique. The particles
shows a wide range of morphologies under the SEM, from agglomerates
(related to train movements within UMS and vehicle exhaust emissions at
outdoor environments) and crustal forms (related to mineral components)
(Figure 2). This physicochemical characterization suggested Fe as the main
component in underground RSPM. This is in line with previous studies
suggesting its origin from mechanical abrasion between rails, wheels and
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brakes (Jung et al., 2012; Kam et al., 2013; Martins et al., 2016; Querol et
al., 2012).
Caption Figure 1:

Boxplot and pie charts shows the percentage distribution of indoor and
outdoor RSPM concentrations.
Caption Figure 2:

SEM images of the RSPM collected on the PTFE filters during winter
season at selected UMS platform.
Author CV:
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Introduction &
Background

Fossil fuels are nowadays the main source of energy for combustion engines.
This is mainly because of their high energy density, ease of storage and quick
refueling process. As the emission regulations become more and more
stringent, it gets harder for combustion engine manufacturers to adapt
themselves to the new regulations. Especially with the advent of electric
engines, it is now more vital to develop new emission control and reduction
strategies for combustion engines. Although Diesel engine, as the main prime
mover in today’s industry, offers better fuel economy in comparison with other
combustion engines, it generates normally higher levels of emissions.
However, a handful of techniques could be used to overcome this issue.
Today, EGR (exhaust gas recirculation) has become a must in Diesel engine
design, by which the NOx emissions are reduced noticeably, as it decreases
the peak combustion temperature in the engine. However, it normally leads to
higher soot formation rates. One promising solution to tackle this problem is
the application of non-constant fuel injection rates.

Methodology

In the present work, a combination of EGR and variation of injection rate has
been used to keep both NOx and soot emissions at an acceptable level. To do
so, a two-dimensional multi-zone phenomenological Diesel engine
combustion model has been developed. The model consists of several submodels for spray development, fuel atomization, evaporation, combustion, and
emission formation. The fuel spray is divided into several small packets called
zones, and consequently, the equations for conservation of mass and energy
are solved for each individual zone at each time step, from which the cylinder
temperature and pressure are calculated. Additionally, the formation of
emissions is tracked as soon as the combustion starts. Moreover, Parallel
processing programming techniques have been utilized, which reduce the
computational time of the model considerably, making it a fast and reliable
tool for combustion simulation.

Results &
Conclusions

Using the model, different rates of EGR are applied, which as expected,
shows a noticeable decrease in NOx emissions. Thanks to the modular
design of the model, injection profile can be changed easily. Instead of using a
constant rate injection, three different injection patterns are used. First, an
upward step profile is used, in which fuel is initially injected with a lower and
then with a higher rate. After that, a downward step profile was applied, which
injects the fuel first with a lower and then a higher rate. Finally, a combination
of the above profiles is used, i.e. the fuel is injected initially at a low rate, then
the injection rate is increased, and finally decreased again. It is shown that
use of EGR with a combined injection pattern at the same time can keep the
NOx and soot emissions of the Diesel engine at an acceptable level.
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Introduction &
Background

We present the objectives, the impacts and first results of the Horizon 2020
Green Vehicle project “DownToTen”. This project is developing a robust
methodology that will enhance the regulatory approach towards particle
number (PN) emissions in the sub-23 nm region. The focus is on the newest
generations of direct injection gasoline and diesel engines under real world
conditions.

Methodology

Based on detailed investigations of the nature and characteristics of these
particles, DownToTen is
evaluating a variety of sub-23 nm PN measurement instruments and sampling
approaches, using rigorous criteria under conditions of challenging aerosol
from a variety of sources. The objective is a PN-Portable Emission
Measurement System (PEMS) demonstrator with high efficiency in determining
PN emissions of current and future engine technologies in the real world.
DownToTen also aims to assess the fraction of particles left out of control and
assist the better
understanding of exhaust particle impacts on air pollution. Furthermore, the
particle and sampling dynamics that lead to a bias between PEMS and CVS
measurements are modelled.

Results &
Conclusions

We present the first results on the iterative way to the PN-PEMS demonstrator.
Important factors like robustness against artefacts (re-nucleation, growth of
subcut particles), losses of (solid) particles, storage/release effects of gas
phase compounds are assessed in detail by multiphysical simulations and
experiments. Special attention is drawn to losses of secondary aerosol
precursors within the primary dilution stage. A scheme of the preliminary
sampling setup for testing in the synthetic aerosol laboratory is shown in Figure
1.
This setup was designed to maximize the penetration of non-volatile particles
below 23 nm while limiting the effects of gaseous artefacts. The selection of
the setup’s components (primary and secondary dilution stage, conditioning
system, mixing elements, measurement devices) in order to meet the
aforementioned criteria are based on experimental and theoretical data. The
success in meeting these criteria is evaluated by comparing the sampling
setup to a PMP reference system. Critical components are discussed in detail.
CFD simulations and particle penetration optimizations based on the
simulation results are presented.
The suppression of artefacts is emphasized. This is achieved by a systematic
multi-step modification process which results in the presented setup.
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Caption Figure 1:

Schematic illustration of the preliminary sampling setup
Caption Figure 2:

CFD simulation of porous tube dilutor including a static mixer and a flow
splitter
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Introduction &
Background

With the intention of developing an electrostatic precipitator (ESP) for smallscaled biomass combustion systems, several laboratory and field tests were
carried out. During these field tests, samples of the three ash fractions of
different biomass boiler systems were taken and then analyzed. The main aim
of the ESP development is to be able to separate the fine dust out of the
exhaust gas of biomass boilers with a maximum nominal heat output of 160
kW. By applying this secondary emission reduction measure, it should be
possible to meet the new German legal limits for the fine dust emissions from
biomass combustions. But by minimizing the flue gas ash content – as aimed
by the politics – the amount of the collected ash, which has to be extracted by
the operator increases. Especially the inside the precipitator collected ash is
known from literature to be very harmful and toxic. Since several utilization
and disposal methodologies for biomass ashes from large scale combustions
exist, the ashes from small scaled and in private households used biomass
heating systems are not analyzed or recognized in detail. By knowing the
exact chemical and physical characteristics of the different ash fractions of the
small scaled biomass combustion systems, suited disposal or if possible new
utilization paths should be developed. Especially the properties of the
precipitator ash should be investigated in detail, therefore several ash
samples of different ESPs were taken, analyzed and compared.

Methodology

The ash samples were taken by using several different field test biomass
boilers, which are originally operated for the development of the electrostatic
precipitator (ESP). But in addition to the self-developed ESP, also other ESP
types from different manufactures were used to obtain ash samples of the
precipitator ash. The used field test systems differ concerning the used fuel,
the nominal heat output and the applied emission reduction system. The
sampling of the ashes was carried out by using an especially for the small
scaled application developed sampling procedure. This sampling procedure
was developed by following the already for the large scaled application
existing procedures and regulations. Hereby the LAGA PN98 was the main
source for the development of the downscaled ash sampling procedure. For
each field test set-up, samples of the three different ash fractions were taken:
Coarse or grate ash, heat exchanger or cyclone ash and precipitator ash. All
three fractions were chemically and physically analyzed. By using SEM and
particle sizer technology, the physical characteristics were determined. By the
use of aqua regia digestion with inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry ICP-MS (DIN EN ISO 17294-2) the heavy metal analysis was
carried out. To analyze the nutrient content of the ashes, procedures such as
inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry ICP-OES (DIN EN
ISO 11885) were used. Concerning the dioxine and general organic content,
e.g. gas chromatography–mass spectrometry GC-MS (DIN EN ISO 14154)
was used.

Results & Conclusions Starting with a description of the tasks and issues which are addressed by the
presented work, the especially for the small scale application developed
sampling procedure is presented and discussed. Future optimizations of the
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developed procedure and suggestions for an adjustment or an addition of the
already existing sampling procedures are described. Examples of the results
of the chemically and physically analysis from different field test set-ups are
shown and discussed. The results from the field test set-ups differ concerning
the used fuel (pellets or logwood), the nominal heat output (35 - 160 kWth)
and the ESP type. As an outlook, a first overview of possible disposal or
utilization paths by facing the results of the ash analysis, is shown.
Caption Figure 1:

Electron microscopy images of a sample of precipitated ash which was
extracted out of the electrostatic precipitator. Picture (a) was taken with a
magnification of 1.000 and (b) with a magnification of 15.000. The square in
picture (a) marks the area which was enlarged and which is pictured in (b).
Caption Figure 2:

Schematic view of a field test set-up, which was used to obtain the ash
samples.
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Introduction &
Background

The health effects of aerosols have been a topic of much interest and
research in recent times [Foster and Kumar, 2011; Patankar and Trivedi,
2011; Langrish and Mills, 2014; Greenstone, 2015; Newby et al., 2015;
Brunekreef & Hoffmann, 2016]. 5.5 million people die prematurely worldwide
each year due to fine (PM2.5 i.e. particles with aerodynamic diameter less
than 2.5 micrometers) and ultrafine particles (UFP i.e. particles with
aerodynamic diameter less than 1 micrometers ) [AAAS, 2016]. Outdoor air
pollution is a major causes of morbidity and mortality in India [Lozano et al.,
2013; Vos et al., 2015]. The deposition of inhaled particles inside the human
respiratory tract is dependent upon the particle diameter [Buzea et al., 2007]
and fine and ultrafine particles easily penetrate deep into the human system
and translocate to other parts of the body enabling them to enter deeper into
lungs, causing both acute and chronic adverse health effects such as asthma,
cardiovascular and ischemic heart diseases due to systemic inflammation
[Smith et al., 1993; Smith et al., 2003; Oberdorster et al., 2005; Pope 2015].
The present paper investigates the effect of such fine and ultrafine particles in
causing cardiovascular diseases (CVD) and also correlates the lifestyle and
dietary habits with such CVD to better understand and relate closely the
contribution of aerosol on CVD.

Methodology

A case cross over study was designed and carried out at a semi urban
location, the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Delhi campus from July 2016
to December 2016. Firstly recruitment of volunteer subjects (security guards)
was done through a detailed health, dietary and pollution exposure
questionnaire with strict inclusion and exclusion criteria like being nonsmokers, non-alcohol drinkers and not on any kind of medication etc. The
sampling was carried out at the five gates of the IIT Delhi campus at which the
subjects did their duties for 8 hours each. The subjects were exposed
continuously to traffic generated smoke and other aerosol at the location. The
mass and number concentration of PM2.5 and UFP were measured using
Portable Wide Range Aerosol Spectrometer (Mini WRAS-1371). On each day
of sampling, the blood pressure (BP), saturation of peripheral oxygen (sPO2)
and pulse rate of participants were measured using BP meter, and pulse
oximeter. In case of any abnormal reading, the sampling for that participant
was not carried out. The participants were tagged with ECG holters for 8
hours duration and an activity chart was provided to the participants to record
for any abnormal activity that can affect the ECG like running or emotional
distress during the sampling period. The Mini WRAS was run at exact same
time as ECG holter and for the exact same duration as the ECG recording
period at 1 minute interval frequency. Thereafter the number and mass
concentrations of aerosol were compared with ECG patterns to identify for
cardiovascular diseases in consultation with a cardiologist. The lifestyle and
dietary details of subjects obtained from the detailed health questionnaire
were also analysed and correlated with CVD.

Results &
Conclusions

The incidences of CVD increases with the increase in the concentration of fine
and ultrafine particles. Even in relatively cleaner Monsoon season period, the
ambient aerosol concentration was mostly above the permissible standards in
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Delhi and cases of CVD were reported. Due to an increases in compressed
natural gas (CNG) usage in vehicles and public buses, the nano size particles
have increased in Delhi’s air and the recent increase in CVD cases may be
attributed to it especially to people exposed to traffic smoke like the subjects
in our study. People with a history of smoking or drinking, excess nonvegetarian or oily food intake habits, having little or no physical exercise, more
sugar and less water intake have more chances of developing CVD and the
exposure to aerosol may increase the chances of CVD in such cases. More
long duration case crossover studies are required to better understand these
results.
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Introduction &
Background

Residential wood combustion has been assessed to be one of the major
source of particulate emission, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs),
and other gaseous pollutants, such as CO, CH4 and volatile organic
compounds (VOCs). The intense wood burning emissions in combination
with boundary layer dynamics in winter time makes this source an important
contributor to adverse health and environmental effects (Schauer et al.,
2001). Recent literature studies have also shown that a large portion
(~80%) of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) mass originates from the aging
process of non-traditional precursors not accounted for in models (Bruns et
al., 2016). Current legislation limits the emission of particulate matter, but
does not regulate the precursors potentially forming SOA. Till date, the
investigation of gas phase emissions from wood combustion and their SOA
formation potential have largely focused on single combustion devices with
limited variations of the operating conditions.

Methodology

As both, primary emissions and SOA formation are a strong function of
device type, fuel load and type, and operating conditions, we have
performed a detailed study in a secondary aerosol formation chamber
investigating the factors responsible for the variability in gas-phase and
particle phase emissions from beech wood logs, beech wood chips and
pellets using seven types of combustion devices, namely:
1. Pellet boiler (15 kW) with advanced combustion technology at different
combustion conditions: optimum, lack and high excess of oxygen,
2. Two-stage combustion logwood boiler (30 kW),
3. An industrial wood chip grate boiler (150 kW) at full and part load
operation (100% and 30% load) with electrostatic precipitator,
4. Pellet stove with standard combustion technology (varying heat output: 26 kW),
5. Single-stage combustion log wood stove (6 kW),
6. Two-stage combustion log wood stove (4.6 kW),
7. Two-stage combustion log wood stove (8 kW).

Results & Conclusions Using a potential aerosol mass reactor (PAM), the physical and chemical
effects of different aging conditions were monitored with an SMPS, an
Aethalometer, an HR-ToF-AMS, as well as a PTR-ToF-MS and additional
gas monitors. The short residence time in the reactor allowed a time
resolved picture of SOA production potential and reduced wall losses. In
general, significant SOA mass enhancement is observed in high excess
oxygen conditions compared to optimum and oxygen deprived combustion
conditions (Figure 1). For single-stage combustion log wood stove, the
highest concentrations of non-methane organic gases (NMOGs) are emitted
during start of each burn cycle and the lowest at the end of each burn cycle.
Despite of the comparable NMOGs emissions in the log wood stove during
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flaming and burn out phase and during excess air conditions in the pellet
boiler, the percentage contribution are largely occupied by SOA precursors
(C>6) in the stove compared to the pellet boiler. Higher combustion
temperatures and optimized combustion conditions (air-to-fuel ratio of 1.5-2)
in the industrial boiler (942-1027 °C) and in the pellet boiler (589-852 °C)
resulted in lower NMOGs and aged OA production. In addition, OA:POA
ratios of aged aerosol in the log wood stove have also been observed to be
6-27 times higher than in the pellet boiler depending on operating
conditions. Overall, an increase in the emissions has been observed with
decrease in temperature and increase in excess air conditions above an
optimum operation range.
We investigated the relationship between operational parameters (such as
air-to-fuel ratio and combustion temperature) of the combustion devices,
and emissions composition and relative emission factors. Further, we also
present the relationships between gas phase emissions and composition
with their SOA formation potential to ascertain the contribution of residential
wood burning to the total carbonaceous OA budget.
Caption Figure 1:

Aged OA emission factors (left axis) and Aged OA: POA ratios (right axis)
for pellet boiler (air-to-fuel ratio: reduced, optimum and elevated), industrial
boiler (part and full load) and single stage combustion log wood stove
(Combustion phases: cold start, flaming, burn out and reload) under
different operational conditions.
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Introduction &
Background

Arsenic contamination in groundwater is an alarming issue in Terai region
(the low-lying land at the foot of the Himalayas) of Nepal as ground water
serves as major drinking water source; therefore it is required to decrease
arsenic below maximum permissible limit (50ppb). Among the various
nanoparticles used for heavy metal removal iron oxide nanoparticles
(FeNPs) are magnetically responsive adsorbents that offer high adsorption
capacity, rapid adsorption rate, regeneration, simple separation and ease in
recovery. Therefore, this study focuses on surface modification of FeNPs
and their application in removal of arsenic from water.

Methodology

In this study, we report coprecipitation method of synthesis of FeNPs and a
supercritical carbon dioxide (ScCO2) assisted green chemical technology
was used to synthesize 2-mercaptobenzothiozol modified iron oxide
nanoparticles (MBT-FeNPs). MBT-FeNPs were used to remove arsenic
from water. Various techniques were used to characterize magnetic
nanoparticles (FeNPs) and starch modification on FeNPs surface viz.,
transmission electron microscopy, scanning electron microscopy, Fourier
transform-Infra red spectroscopy and vibrating sample magnetometer. To
optimize the arsenic removal experiment parameters adsorption of As (III)
from aqueous solution was measured in batch experiments. The effect of
pH (2-12), kinetics time (0–480 min), adsorption isotherms (initial
concentration 5–30 mg/ L) of As (III) and effect of temperature (30–50°C)
were studied.

Results & Conclusions Results showed highest arsenite (AsIII) removal in a synthetic laboratory
solution of 10 ppm was 99.7% at pH of 6 with MBT-FeNPs and while
complete removal of arsenic from groundwater sample was attained within
five minutes using MBT-FeNPs. Arsenite adsorption agreed well with
pseudo-second order kinetic model and Langmuir isotherm model.
Adsorption of arsenite on MBT-FeNPs reached 140.8 mg/g at pH of 6.
MBT-FeNPs could be regenerated in NaOH solutions and could retain more
than 50% arsenite removal capacity even in fifth regeneration/reuse cycle.
On the basis of these findings it can be concluded that FeNPs and MBTFeNPs can be utilized as an effective, convenient, and cost effective
adsorbent for the treatment of arsenic contaminated water.
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Introduction &
Background

Ambient air consists mainly of nitrogen and oxygen, additionally it is
polluted by particulate matter (PM), nitrogen oxides (NOx), and ozone (O3).
Epidemiological studies have associated these air pollutants with
cardiovascular and pulmonary diseases (e.g. asthma), potentially leading to
premature deaths [1-3]. Complementing these studies with in vitro or in vivo
models is important, to gain a better understanding of the potential hazard
at the cellular level and to eliminate confounders (e.g. smoking).
Our aim was to evaluate the usability of a portable in vitro exposure system
to detect adverse effects. Proof of concept was performed using ambient air
(in summer and winter), where a multi-cellular human lung model was
directly exposed at the air-liquid interface.

Methodology

A portable system containing two exposure chambers was placed on a
balcony in Fribourg, Switzerland (Figure 1). Ambient air was pumped
through one chamber with a constant flow of 2 L/min. In parallel, filtered
medicinal air was applied to the other chamber. The multi-cellular lung
model (epithelial 16HBE14o- cells combined with macrophages, and
dendritic cells [4]) was placed in the chambers and exposed on up to three
subsequent days each for 12 h (7am to 7pm) to ambient air. Biological
endpoints included cell morphology assessment, gene expression analysis,
and cytotoxicity. Particle number (PN) concentrations were measured with a
DiSCmini. Additionally, the official air pollution observation station of the
canton of Fribourg is within 300m of the exposure site providing PM10,
NOx, and O3 levels.

Results & Conclusions Averages of PN and PM10 concentrations were 10’000 and 15’000
particles/cm3 and 14 and 27 µg/m3 for summer and winter ambient air,
respectively.
Morphology, cytotoxicity, and oxidative stress markers were unchanged
upon ambient air exposures.
The summer ambient air did not lead to increased pro-inflammatory
responses compared to the filtered medicinal air at the gene expression
level. On the other hand, winter ambient air showed an increase in the
expression of pro-inflammatory genes already after one day.
The exposure system which was previously validated with gasoline and
diesel exhaust has been shown to be additionally suited for repeated
exposures to ambient air. Already after one day of exposure the proinflammatory markers measured were elevated after winter ambient air but
not summer ambient air. This system could further be implemented in other
locations as well where epidemiological studies are difficult to perform.
References:
[1] WHO. http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs313/en/. 2014.
[2] Dockery, D.W., et al., N Engl J Med, 1993.
[3] Pope, C.A., et al., Circulation, 2004.
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Caption Figure 1:

The exposure system. [A] The exposure box [a], wrapped in aluminium foil
to protect the cells from light, is placed on a balcony (in summer) or inside
the apartment (winter). The exposure box contains two chambers ([b], one
for ambient air [c] and another for filtered medicinal air as a control [d]).
Conditions inside the exposure box were controlled by flowmeters [e] and
monitored in real time [f]. [B] Scheme of the human lung model composed
of three different human cell types. The cells are cultured at the air-liquid
interface, ambient air (or filtered medicinal air) on the top, and cell culture
medium (yellow) at the bottom. Cells were exposed for 12 hours [Figure
adapted from 5].
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Introduction &
Background

Today availability and cost efficiency are the most important arguments using
exhaust aftertreatment devices in on-road and non-road applications. As far
as measurement and modelling is concerned, reliable values are
indispensable for system suppliers.
CPK Automotive, which belongs to the Heinzmann Group since October 1st
2013, has specialized experiences for many years with regard to the
development of environmental solutions, chiefly in the field of automotive
technology. Taking on the task of developing out paths into a livable future for
the coming generations is one of the most important scopes according to the
inner drive to improvement. The worldwide requirement that on-road and
non-road applications have to be retrofitted, repowered or replaced to reduce
particulate matter emissions becomes increasingly important for suppliers
and governmental organisations. Additionally the effective monitoring of the
condition and particularly the effectiveness of the devices in the field
becomes more and more
necessary.

Methodology

Filters, which are essential for a reliable removement of particulate matter
from the exhaust gas of diesel engines, always require maintenance.
Therefore it is important to harmonize the interests of the stakeholders
(especially authorities and operators).
This approach is discussed in the concerned contribution using the example
of diesel particulate filter applications that show how appropriate diagnosis
data are generated, recorded and handled with modern communication
technologies. Data analysis and remote maintenance from any place in the
world embody the according features, which are needed to guarantee fast
and efficient processes using aftertreatment devices. Fast, inexpensive
retrieval of data and round-the-clock readouts are additional requirements to
fit the customer’s needs. Besides, the offered potential using bidirectional
communication between the devices gets intensified: a solution will be
presented, that gives operators and service contractors the opportunity to
ensure the availability of the machines and simultaneously fulfill their serviceand monitoring-contracts efficiently. With regard to the modular platform used
in this case, the presented solution is also transferable to any further
technologies and applications in the field of exhaust aftertreatment, which
expands the possibilities of fulfilling growth targets of authorities and
operators.

Results &
Conclusions

Due to the dependence on changes in the law for suppliers, a flexible,
individual and quick reacted
approach is guaranteed using modular solutions. In order to improve
emission control technologies to achieve a healthy urban and suburban air
quality worldwide, the selectively targeted topics of our company’s
contribution will lead the focus on the 21st ETH Conference.
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Introduction &
Background

The population of countries from the EU spend approximately one hour per
day in vehicles. Despite this relatively short period of time, exposure levels
are of concern given the immediate proximity to other vehicles, plus in urban
areas, high ambient concentrations. For vehicle-related pollutants such as
particulates, this contribution is particularly important.
The adverse health effects of particulate matter have been clearly
established in the scientific community, and it has frequently been proposed
that ultrafine particles (UFPs) have a more significant effect on human health
per unit mass of similar chemical composition than larger particles (see
Delfino et al. 2005; Harrison et al. 2012; Seaton et al. 1995). The
development of a Solid Particle Number (SPN) measurement programme under the Particle Measurement Programme (PMP)- has standarised the
measurement protocol for vehicular UFPs. The PMP protocol has been
extensively scrutinized, with its repeatability and reproducibility being widely
lauded. However, several studies have shown that a significant number of
sub-23 nm particles can remain present downstream from the PMP system
(Giechaskiel et al. 2009; Herner et al. 2007; Johnson et al. 2009).
Consequently, research was conducted to investigate the composition of
these sub-23nm particles, demonstrating that most of them were formed
through the renucleation of semi-volatiles, and therefore not of a solid state
(Zheng et al. 2011; Zheng et al. 2012).
In developing informed public policy to protect public health, it is vital that the
concentrations of SPN as well as Total Particle Number (TPN) -which
includes particles of a non-solid state- within vehicles are better quantified, as
the health concerns associated with particulate matter are a function of
particle size, rather than particle state of matter.

Methodology

This study used the NAQTS V1000 -with its core component being a
“regulatory compliant” CPC for measuring PN- in a “chaser” vehicle to “sniff”
SPN and TPN concentrations from an array of vehicles (for example, old and
new, petrol and diesel etc.) in London (an area with high ambient air
pollution). A series of “real-world driving” cycles, in city, urban and rural
environment were carried out to examine the in-cabin differences. This
allowed the researcher to characterise vehicles on both their SPN
performance, as well as on TPN. Moreover, the decay of the high-peak
events was examined to look at vehicle HVAC and the absorption/desorption
of different vehicle interior fabrics.
Two NAQTS V1000 units were co-located and their respective particle
measurements normalized with both SPN and TPN. For the solid
measurements, the PMP approach was used; namely a hot pre-diluter
(PND1, a catalyst / evaporator tube, and a second diluter (PND2) for cooling
and further dilution to maintain the CPC in single count mode.

Results &
Conclusions

Although the source was regarded consistent (the air surrounding and
entering the vehicle) the results showed different levels. Albeit, with a limited
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data set, the results highlight that vehicles behave differently and moreover
the vehicle interior materials may be shown to have a significant effect. More
work is needed.
Caption Figure 1:

"Justin" the in cabin-air quality monitor. Can also be used for microenvironmental/mobile air quality monitoring.
Caption Figure 2:

Calibration Chamber for V1000 Integrated Air Quality Monitor.
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Introduction &
Background

Non-volatile particulate matter (nvPM) emissions from aircraft gas turbines
are a concern for human health, environmental pollution and climate change.
Regulatory agencies as well as emission inventories require accurate
emission factors under variable engine load and environmental conditions.
While ambient conditions have been previously identified as a source of
variability in nvPM mass and number emissions, this work identifies another
important source of emission variability: engine deterioration.

Methodology

All data were obtained with “piggy back” measurements at the engine test cell
at SR Technics, Zürich Kloten. In total, emissions of over 40 engines were
measured. The engines included Pratt and Whitney 4000 series engines (94”
and 100” variants) and CFM-56 engines (-7B, -5B and -5C variants).
The sampling system and system operation corresponded to the SAE
AIR6241 standard and are only briefly outlined here. PM-laden exhaust was
continuously sampled by a single point retractable Inconel sampling probe at
the engine exit plane. The aerosol sampled was then diluted with dry
synthetic air by a factor of eight to ten and transported via temperaturecontrolled lines to minimize condensation, particle agglomeration, and gas-toparticle conversion. nvPM mass was determined with a micro soot sensor
(MSS, Model 483, AVL Inc.) based on the photoacoustic detection principle.
In parallel to the MSS, an AVL particle counter (APC) and a CO2 analyzer
(Model 410i, Thermo Inc.) provided PM number and CO2 concentrations
emitted. Raw CO2, oxides of nitrogen (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), and
hydrocarbons (HC) were also measured in parallel.

Results &
Conclusions

Preliminary data for typical nvPM mass emission deterioration cases are
shown in Figure 1. While CO2 emissions as a function of fuel flow are nearly
identical for all engines (Panel a) as expected, the nvPM mass emissions
show a strong variability (Panel b).
Ambient temperature ranging from 12 to 25°C in the datasets of Figure 1 is
estimated to influence the variability by less than 10% and alone cannot
explain this large variation in nvPM mass emissions. The repeatability of the
nvPM mass concentration measurement is also expected to be better than ±
12%. Therefore, we attribute this high variability in nvPM mass data to engine
deterioration. Operational history indicates further that most engines were
repaired and had a deteriorated operation performance while engines 3 and 5
were overhauled with a near new performance. Current analysis also
includes nvPM number and gaseous measurement data which will also be
presented at the conference.
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Caption Figure 1:

CO2 data as data quality check (a) and nvPM mass emission indices (b) as a
function of fuel flow measured for seven specimens of the same engine
variant
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Introduction &
Background

Modern gasoline direct injection engines need to comply with stringent
emissions legislation limiting particulate matter under real driving emissions
(RDE) testing; with the Euro 6c emissions legislation being shortly
introduced, gasoline particulate filters are considered to be the most
immediate solution. Filter design and an appropriate strategy for
regeneration by the oxidation of the collected particulate matter are linked to
the soot nanostructural properties. The work carried out in this investigation
is driven by the needs to investigate soot produced by GDI engines and
understand its reactivity and oxidation characteristics. Diesel engines have
been the main source of PM and therefore widely investigated. Conversely,
there is a lack of available data related to gasoline direct injection (GDI)
soot morphology and nanostructure. The disorder of the primary particle
nanostructure and the increase of accessible carbons on the edge sites is
linked to soot oxidative reactivity.

Methodology

Three model systems of soot were compared in this investigation:
commercial carbon black, diesel, and gasoline engine soot. Gasoline soot
samples were collected from a passenger car equipped with a modern
three-cylinder 1lt turbocharged direct-injection gasoline engine during real
driving conditions in a city/urban environment. The diesel soot was collected
from a single cylinder variant of a multi-cylinder design. Carbon black,
diesel and GDI soot particles were characterised in terms of the primary
particle size distribution, while their nanostructural properties were
assessed in terms of fringe length, tortuosity and interlayer spacing using
High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy (HRTEM) images. Soot
characterisation was carried out at the Nanoscale and Microscale Research
Centre (NMRC) at the University of Nottingham using a JEOL 2100F TEM
equipped with a Gatan Orius CCD camera operating at 200 kV. A MATLAB
in-house code was developed to process the HRTEM images of primary
particles.

Results & Conclusions The structure of diesel soot agglomerates was fairly typical, as they were
fractal aggregates of primary particles, with modal skeleton length around
100nm. The gasoline soot shows presence of typical soot, similar to the
Diesel soot, but also amorphous (sludge-like) structures. The gasoline soot
has shorter fringe lengths, higher fringe tortuosity and larger fringe
separations than carbon black and diesel soot. Gasoline soot consequently
will have increased oxidation rates relative to diesel soot and carbon black,
and so will be more reactive. Fringe separation shows the most significant
change when comparing carbon black with GDI soot.
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Caption Figure 1:

Comparison of nanostructure parameters between the three types of soot.
Green marks indicate the mean value, red the median and blue the
interquartile range
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Introduction &
Background

Recently, the certification procedure for the exhaust emissions regulation
from light-duty vehicles has been conducted with the standard test cycle (e.g.,
NEDC) in the laboratory under standardized operating conditions. But the
exhaust emissions in the on-road conditions generally exceed the standard
emission limits. Therefore, it is important to evaluate and research the realdriving emissions (RDE) using a portable emission measurement system
(PEMS). Important factors in evaluating real-driving emissions are aftertreatment system applied to test vehicles and RDE test routes. Especially, the
test routes in present study are made in reflecting traffic and road conditions
in Korea.

Methodology

In present study the real-driving emissions are measured with a PEMS and
analyzed by two methods, which are moving averaging window (MAW) and
power binning. The MAW method is divided in sub-sections (or windows) and
the subsequent the statistical method aims at identifying which windows are
suitable to evaluate the real-driving emissions. Especially, the windows are
based on the reference CO2 mass emitted by the vehicle over the reference
laboratory cycle (WLTC). In the power binning method, the exhaust emission
values are classified in accordance with the corresponding the wheel power.
And then, the classified average emissions per power class are weighted to
obtain the emission values for a test with a normal power distribution.

Results &
Conclusions

Generally, the RDE level on most of test vehicles exceeded the standard
emission limits. In test route including rural driving applying to excessive
gradient of elevation, the RDE level through MAW and power binning method
is higher than that in other test route including relatively plane rural driving. In
addition, there was difference in accordance with after-treatment system
applied to vehicles as well as test routes.
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Introduction &
Background

The complexity of the routes through which carbon particles suddenly arise
from the gas (homogeneous) phase to become a heterogeneous
carbonaceous aerosol reflects in the structural complexity and variability of
fine/ultrafine carbon particles and related organic carbon generated from
combustion systems.
The structural analysis has to cover the very wide size distribution range,
featuring ultrafine carbon particles from small aggregates (

Methodology

Size and structural order/disorder degree of carbon particles were
evaluated by electron microscopy (TEM and HR-TEM) in collaboration with
CNRS and Penn State University, by Raman spectroscopy, dynamic light
scattering (DLS), and Laser Desorption Ionization Mass Spectrometry, (LDIMS). Chemical properties associated with the structure were measured by
bulk analysis as elemental analysis of hydrogen and carbon. Infrared (IR)
and UV-visible spectroscopy were used to measure aromatic/aliphatic
carbon and hydrogen bonding. The size/Molecular Weight (MW) distribution
of organic carbon and carbon particles was obtained by means of Size
Exclusion Chromatography (SEC) coupled with UV-Visible spectroscopy.
SEC of organic carbon extracted by dicloromethane (DCM) and of residual
carbon particles sampled in premixed flames furnished MW distributions of
carbon particulates. The bimodal MW distribution of organic carbon in the
200-1000 u range has been found by SEC and verified by LDI-MS analysis
of the separated SEC fractions (Apicella, 2006).

Results & Conclusions SEC of organic carbon extracted by dicloromethane (DCM) and of residual
carbon particles sampled in premixed flames furnished MW distributions of
carbon particulates. The bimodal MW distribution of organic carbon in the
200-1000 u range has been found by SEC and verified by LDI-MS analysis
of the separated SEC fractions (Apicella, 2006).
A typical multimodal MW distribution of the carbon particles (soot) with three
main peaks can be observed in the 100-1010 u MW range corresponding to
about 0.5-100 nm size range as evaluated for a spherical shape with 1.8
g/cm3 density.
Information coming from the other techniques, and in particular from UV-Vis
analysis coupled to SEC(Tregross, 2013), was used in combination with
size/MW analysis to infer the structure of the different components from the
light PAH to soot aggregates and the possible relationship between them.
References
Apicella, B.; Millan, M.; Herod, A. A.; Carpentieri, A.; Pucci, P.; Ciajolo, A.
(2006): “Separation and measurement of flame-formed high molecular
weight polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons by size-exclusion chromatography
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Caption Figure 1:

Figure 1 Scheme of diagnostics of flame-formed organic carbon and carbon
particles in reference to the relevant length and molecular weight scales
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Introduction &
Background

The increasingly frequent use of two stroke mopeds in developing countries
demands a detailed analysis of their particles emissions. In this poster we
present the particles emitted directly from a – 50 c.c – two stroke engine was
studied in a emissions laboratory at the local conditions of a high altitude city
such as Bogotá (Colombia), with the focus on the dilution temperature
dependence of particle number emissions. An oil-petrol mix was used as fuel.
Exhaust gases while running at high engine load and at idle were sampled
and analyzed with an Electrical Low Pressure Impactor Dekati DMM-230.
Various setting carburetor -scenarios were considered and normalized by fuel
consumption rate-. Both during acceleration and steady conditions, the
number size distribution of exhaust particles varied as the temperature
changes. It was observed that low size particles prevail at high sampling
temperatures and, as the temperature decreases, the "dpg" of the distribution
shifts toward larger values. Results indicate the characteristic fine mode of the
2-stroke engine exhaust emission to be the responsible of the described
behavior: Mainly composed by non-volatile hydrocarbons, the particles of this
mode start to condense and agglomerate when temperature falls; in
consequence, the sample becomes less dense in particle number and more
predominant in large size particles. Those differences in particle size
distribution should be taken into account in the emission monitoring protocols
as well as in the development of environment and human health quality
standards.

Methodology

A methodology was developed to analyze emission of two-stroke engine
getting until 70 samples. Due to the first achievement was develop an
appropriate methodology, it was changing and improving throughout the first
stages of this research. We carried out around 40 samples at the. We carried
out around 40 samples at the emissions laboratory, each experimental
assembly was executed in order to see the variability in particles
concentrations and the engine operation. The biggest differences were the
relation fuel-air and the different mixing ratios in the operation of the engine
(oil-petrol). The samples were measured with an Electrical Low Pressure
Impactor Dekati Mass Monitor (DMM-230) previously diluted with a Dekati
Double Diluter. In some of these samples we used a heater in order to
understand and predict the control of this parameter and how would change
the number of particles concentrations in each impactor stage. Every single
measurement was designed following five basic steps: firstly we tried to
measure the local particles concentration at the emissions laboratory (of
course we had to adjust the main characteristics of "background" particles to
calculate the concentration logarithm as better as possible) after that we
always calculated the dilution ratio under the double dilution system and then
we measured the different operation modes of the engine and its variability in
particles concentrations by temperature effects.Each sample has a length of
approximately 30 minutes and a distribution data per second.

Results &
Conclusions

Although the similarity in the measurements procedure, our main goal was to
identify the variability in each particles concentration of the different
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measurements.
The biggest mass concentration that we found was in a five similar samples
average, it was over eleven thousand (11.000) micro-grams per cubic meter
under a stable engine operation. We also identified that temperature can
modify some of the different samples among the measurement protocol for
each test.
Particles number concentration can be found updating the log-normal
algorithm of the distribution.Likewise number concentration in each impactor
stage even if we calculated previously the mobility cut diameter.
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Introduction &
Background

The need to protect workers from diesel particulate matter (DPM) has lead the
Australian underground coal mining industry to install disposable filter systems
on their vehicles. While the disposable filters are efficient at removing
significant DPM, the following major issues have arisen:
• High cost of operations. Disposable filters need to be changed at least once
per shift, and additionally incur environmental costs for disposal and
management.
• Improper installation, damaged seals and lack of installing a new filter when
the old filter is removed means that workers are still being exposed to
excessive amounts of DPM.
ACARP, the Australian Coal Association Research Program, funded the
studies into the suitability of conventional on-road heavy duty diesel wall-flow
filter systems to be adapted for use in underground coal operations.
In addition to regulatory constraints including maximum limits on system
surface and tailpipe temperatures, the relatively light duty of the machines in
operations looked set to make it challenging for wall-flow filter systems to
satisfactorily regenerate.

Methodology

The bulk of the ACARP system development program uses Orbital’s state-ofthe-art heavy duty engine testing facility to replicate LHD onsite operations
using its transient dynamometer capability so as to not interrupt site
operations. This also minimises safety risk as early prototypes could present
an explosion risk if tested at site given the gaseous nature of underground
coal operations. Another important consideration is test repeatability. Use of a
test facility ensures that factors such as changes in the mine operation do not
impact the test results.
The development of both customised steady-state and transient engine test
cycles for LHD type vehicles was based on measured and analysed data
gathered from onsite testing and data collection. This type of data acquisition
and analysis is understood to have been an Australian coal industry first. The
developed engine test cycles are expected to have applicability beyond this
current project, assisting the industry to quantify not just emissions but in
optimising other operational aspects, such as fuel use and operator training.
The process adopted whereby the core activities were undertaken off-line
from the operational mining environment, but still retaining engagement with
industry through frequent onsite testing and re-testing, has allowed for a
complex program to be executed in a safe and very fast timeframe;

Results &
Conclusions

The ACARP project successfully demonstrated both comparable significant
DPM emissions reduction and satisfactory system robustness on a proof-ofconcept (PoC) wall-flow DPF system for implementation on a Load Haul
Dump (LHD) vehicle typical of that used by the Australian underground coal
industry. It was noted in testing that the technology increased modal NO2
formation, but was compliant over typical operational duty cycles. One of the
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key benefits with the use of a wall-flow DPF system is its tamper-proof design
mitigating the risk of operating unfiltered diesel plant in poorly ventilated
areas. Elimination of the need for continual replacement of disposable filters
provides significant operational savings estimated to be up to 80% of the
incumbent technology.
ACARP project C25073 was scoped to fund only the proof-of-concept phase
of the wall-flow DPF development program. Industrialisation of the project
system was beyond the scope of the project budget and is deferred to the
next stage. The system looks to have potential as both an OEM and
retrofitable solution.
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Introduction &
Background

The nanoparticles (NP) count concentrations are limited in EU for Diesel
passenger cars since 2013 and for gasoline cars with direct injection (GDI)
since 2014. The limit for GDI was temporary extended to 6 x 1012 #/km
(regulation No. 459/2012/EU). For the particle number (PN) of MPI gasoline
cars there are still no legal limitations.Nuclei of metals as well as organics are
suspected to significantly contribute especially to the ultrafine particle size
fractions, and thus to the particle number concentration.

Methodology

In the present paper some results of investigations of nanoparticles from five
DI and four MPI gasoline cars are represented. The measurements were
performed at vehicle tailpipe and in CVS-tunnel. Moreover, five variants of
“vehicle – GPF” were investigated.

Results &
Conclusions

The PN-emission level of the investigated GDI cars in WLTC without GPF is
in the same range of magnitude very near to the actual limit value of 6.0 x
1012 #/km. With the GPF’s with better filtration quality, it is possible to lower
the emissions below the future limit value of 6.0 x 1011 #/km.
The modern MPI vehicles also emit a considerable amount of PN, which in
some cases can attain the level of Diesel exhaust gas without DPF and can
pass over the actual limit value for GDI (6.0 x 1012 #/km). The GPFtechnology offers in this respect further potentials to reduce the PN-emissions
of traffic.
There is no visible nuclei mode and the ultrafine particle concentrations below
10mm are for both engine technologies GDI & MPI insignificant.
Some of the vehicles show at constant speed operation a periodical
fluctuation of the NP-emissions, as an effect of the electronic control.
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Introduction &
Background

The effect of residence time and combustion conditions on primary soot
particles size is investigated. Though the size of ultrafine particulate matter
from combustion is known to vary, the effect fuel composition and
combustion environments has on the gaseous to solid state transition is not
well understood. The knowledge of primary particle size is an important
parameter for aerosol agglomeration studies, health exposure studies,
material synthesis, and other applications. The primary particle size
dependence on fuel composition, residence time and other combustion
characteristics is studied in an inverted gravity flame reactor (IGFR). The
inverted laminar diffusion flame provides unique conditions to study soot
growth, controlled recirculating flow patterns, and a long residence time that
promotes growth of carbon soot particles.

Methodology

Four gaseous fuel are used: methane, propane, ethylene and acetylene.
Volumetric flow rates of the fuel and air are varied to achieve desired flow
patterns by balancing the convective and buoyancy components in the IGFR.
The soot formed in the experiments is measured using electron microscopy.
The results from the negative gravity reactor are compared with the
traditional laminar axisymmetric co-flow flame.

Results &
Conclusions

Primary particle diameters for the traditional co-flow setup are in the range of
25-40 nm, while average primary particle diameter from the inverted gravity
flame is in the range of 60-80nm. The primary particle size distribution width
from the IGFR is greater than in the upright flame, possibly due to a wide
range of particle residence times in the soot forming recirculation zone. A
chemical reaction network (CRN), consisting of a hydrocarbon pyrolysis (fuel
rich) region, followed by a diffusion flame front (stoichiometric) region, and a
recirculation pathway, was constructed based on CFD simulations. The CRN
is used to gain insight into the formation of ployaromatic hydrocarbons with
IFGR conditions.

Caption Figure 1:
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For the methane diffusion flame in the IFGR, certain flow rates result in the
formation of a recirculation region. Soot formed with these conditions result in
large primary particle diameters.
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Introduction &
Background

For over 30 years, aircraft jet engines have been certified for visible exhaust
smoke using the smoke number (SN). SN is obtained as a relative reduction
of reflectance of a filter paper after drawing 16.2 kg/m2 of exhaust through it.
Since SN has been the only indirect measure of nonvolatile particulate matter
(nvPM) emissions available for all certified commercial jet engines, it has
served for estimating nvPM mass concentration for the airport air quality
assessment. The recommended method for estimating nvPM emissions from
airport operations has been the first order approximation version 3 (FOA3,
Wayson et al., J. Air Waste Manage., 2009). In the near future, the
assessments might become more accurate owing to the new regulation for
nvPM emissions from commercial gas turbine engines. However, this
standard will only concern in-production engines. Since the service life of jet
engines spans up to 30 years, nvPM emissions of many in-service engines
will never be reported. Therefore, the nvPM emissions will need to be
estimated from the certification SN data. Here, we present correlations of
nvPM mass and number concentrations and emission indices as well as
GMD with SN determined for 5 types of commercial aircraft engines used on
single-aisle and wide body airliners.

Methodology

The engine tests were done in the test cell of SR Technics, Zurich airport,
Switzerland. Data were collected on engines during post-maintenance test
runs burning standard Jet A-1 fuel. The exhaust was sampled within 2 m
downstream of the engine exit plane using a single orifice traversing probe.
The nvPM emissions and SN were measured according to the regulatory
standards and using state-of-the-art instrumentation.

Results &
Conclusions

Preliminary results show good agreement of the measurement data with
FOA3 for various engines in the SN range from 0.5 to 20 (Figure 1). Note that
the nvPM mass concentration data shown are not corrected for particle loss
in the sampling system. The loss correction factor due to thermophoresis and
diffusion is expected to correct the nvPM mass concentrations upwards by a
factor of 1.5 (high thrust, largest GMD) to 2 (low thrust, smallest GMD). We
will address the particle loss in the standardized sampling system to provide
the best estimates of engine-out emissions relevant for the environmental
impact assessment.
The correlations of nvPM concentrations, emission indices (amount of
pollutant / kg fuel), and particle size with SN developed in this study can be
implemented in air quality models as well as in methods to estimate aircraft
cruise emissions.
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Caption Figure 1:

Nonvolatile PM mass concentration as a function of SN. The error bars for
SN are ± 1.5 SN (half of the maximum estimated error of the method) and
22% for the nvPM mass (estimated total uncertainty of the nvPM mass
measurement).
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Introduction &
Background

The steady growth of aviation transport in the last decades and the predicted
4.5% global annual air traffic growth for the next 20 years, have raised
interest on the gaseous and particulate emissions from aircraft engines.
Although the contribution of aviation to global black carbon (BC) is low in
comparison to other anthropogenic sources, this is a unique contributor to the
particulate mass in the upper troposphere and therefore has significant
impacts on radiative forcing and climate. A detailed characterization of the
optical properties of BC emissions from aircraft engines is essential to
estimate its related climate effects.

Methodology

Measurements were performed at the engine testing facility of SR Technics
at Zurich Airport (Switzerland). Different engine types were tested at various
thrust levels using standard Jet A-1 fuel. The engine exhaust was sampled at
the engine exit by a single-orifice probe and the major physico-chemical
characteristics of the non-volatile particulate matter (nvPM) and major
gaseous pollutants were measured according to the regulatory standards. >A
Cavity Attenuated Phase Shift-based single scattering albedo monitor (CAPS
PMssa, λ = 532 nm) and a Photoacoustic Extinctiometer (PAX, λ = 870 nm)
were deployed to study the wavelength-dependence of the optical properties
of the BC emissions. Filter measurements were performed during two engine
runs to characterize the interference of nitrogen dioxide in the extinction and
scattering signals at the measurement wavelengths

Results &
Conclusions

Figure 1 shows the extinction coefficient (bext) measured with the CAPS for
three different engine types as a function of CO2 concentration in the engine
exhaust. The CO2 concentration is directly proportional to aircraft fuel burn
and an indication of engine thrust level. The color scale indicates the range of
nvPM mass (up to 2.2 mg/m3) measured with a Micro Soot Sensor. Similar
trends are observed in bext for increasing CO2 concentration and nvPM
mass for all three engine types. Specifically, bext below 2000 Mm-1 were
measured at ground idle conditions and increased up to around 15000 Mm-1
(PW engines) to 35000 Mm-1 (CFM engines) at take-off conditions
This work will allow a detailed characterization of the major optical properties
(including single scattering albedo, absorption and extinction Angstrom
exponents, and mass absorption cross sections) of aircraft BC emissions and
their dependence on engine type and operating conditions
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Caption Figure 1:

CAPS extinction coefficient (bext) as a function of CO2 concentration and
nvPM mass for three different engine types. A constant dilution factor of 1:6
was used to take into account the mixing of the bypass and core flows in the
mixed-exhaust nozzle of the CFM56-5C engines..
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Introduction &
Background

Diesel particle filters belong to the success stories of pollution control;
reducing the number of emitted particles of Diesel vehicles by large
amounts, typically on the order of a factor 1000. However, these filters may
be damaged during use and lose a large amount of their effectiveness, e.g.
through cracks where the exhaust gas can pass unfiltered.
Due to the high effectiveness of the filters, a single car with a damaged filter
may emit as many carcinogenic soot particles as 1000 cars with properly
functioning filters, and it is therefore highly desirable to detect damaged
filters – for example during periodic inspections in the garage.
DPF test equipment that could be used in a garage should be easy to
operate, robust and cheap. Currently available devices marketed for DPF
testing fulfil none of these properties.

Methodology

A different approach is thus required, and TNO has shown the way in a
recent report [1]. Emissions of Diesel cars were measured at low idle,
where the air-to-fuel ratio of Diesel engines is so high that no dilution of the
exhaust is necessary, and the measurement could be performed with a
standard device readily available on the market (TSI CPC 3007).
Unfortunately, the handheld CPC has an upper limit of detection (105
pt/cm3) that is at or even below envisaged limit values (105 - 5·105 pt/cm3).
We therefore decided to attempt a similar campaign with the naneos
partector. This device measures charge transfer to the particles, a quantity
which is proportional to particle number and mean particle diameter (Q
~N·), so it cannot directly measure particle number as required by
legislation. However, by assuming an average particle diameter of 70nm
(which is usually a good approximation for Diesel engines), the signal can
be converted to particle number by multiplying the displayed LDSA value
with 280. The number-equivalent measurement range of the partector is
about 500 - 5·106 pt/cm3, covering the necessary concentration range
perfectly for this application. The integrated humidity sensor allows for a
validation of the assumption that the dilution by the engine alone is
sufficient, and finally, the measurement principle based on induced currents
is insensitive to electrometer zero offset drifts that may occur due to gas
temperature and humidity changes during the measurement. It would
therefore appear that the partector is ideally suited to implement the
measurement strategy outlined by TNO. To verify this, we used a very
slightly modified partector to measure the emissions of multiple Diesel
vehicles at low idle.

Results & Conclusions Measurements could be performed quickly and easily, and the relative
humidity measured inside the device remained far from problematic values,
Clear differences between vehicles with working DPF and vehicles without
DPF could be observed. Detailed results will be presented at the
conference.
We conclude that the methods (measurement at low idle) and the
technology (diffusion charging) to verify proper functioning of DPFs in the
field are readily available today (also from other manufacturers), and could
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easily be implemented to improve air quality and public health, if the political
will for such measures was present.
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Introduction &
Background

Freshly emitted soot particles are known to be poor cloud condensation nuclei
(CCN), but from atmospheric measurements it can be deduced that a
significant fraction of soot particles act as CCNs. One process which might
contributes to this discrepancy is the heterogeneous oxidation of soot
particles. Soot particles have an average atmospheric lifetime of one week.
During this time, they are exposed to different oxidants which might change
how the soot particles interact with water.
The investigation of those processes is an experimentally challenging task,
due to the long time span which should be covered. Many studies were
conducted in which soot was treated with oxidants at concentrations
exceeding the atmospheric average by a factor of 1000. This approach
reduces the needed observation time, but also bares the risk of not
representing chemical processes well.

Methodology

The soot aerosol was produced with a propane flame burner and had a high
organic carbon content. 100 nm particle were size selected and diluted with
particle free and VOC-filtered wall air. To investigate the impact of oxidation
and deposition of VOCs in the surrounding gas phase onto the soot particles,
a charcoal denuder was used. The aerosol flow was filled continuously into a
3 m3 stainless steel tank at a rate of 25 liter per minute (CSTR-like aerosol
tank). Inside the tank the soot particles were exposed to different levels of
humidity (0-80 %) and ozone concentrations (0-200 ppb). The fresh and the
modified aerosol was characterized by following properties: CCN-activity, ice
nucleation activity, size distribution, single particle mass, and hygroscopicity.

Results &
Conclusions

In summer 2016 we conducted a lab campaign at ETH Zurich where we
exposed soot particles to atmospherically relevant ozone concentrations for
12 h in an CSTR-like aerosol tank. We observed that 100 nm size selected
soot particles showed significant CCN-activity at a supersaturation of 0.4 %
after they were exposed for 8 h to 200 ppb Ozone at 80 % humidity.
Additionally, a linear correlation between exposure time and critical
supersaturation was observed
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Introduction &
Background

The diffusion charging (DC) measuring principle to characterize nanoparticles
is earning a great acceptance in several applications due to its versatility,
high performance and robustness as well as user friendly maintenance.
Applications like personal exposure (Rivas, 2014), occupational health and
safety (Kaminski, 2015) or ambient air monitoring (Hudda, 2016) are typical
fields where the diffusion charging has demonstrated its effectiveness.
Moreover, the trend to measure particle emissions in different vehicle
categories for type approval and technical inspection with portable
instrumentation (Gallus, 2014) has motivated the introduction of diffusion
charging in this field as well. All these very diverse applications benefit from
the comparatively insensitivity of diffusion charging to varying particle
morphology or surface chemistry
On the other hand, especially these new applications bring along new
challenges on the nanoparticle sensor, especially if the sensor is used in
rough environments, like RDE driving cycles (e.g. on heavy duty vehicles)
with external mounting of the measuring equipment

Methodology

In order to access this variety of potential disturbance variables, we used a
cascading sequence of experiments together with a hybrid approach of
experiment and simulation developed only recently by us to enhance
sensitivity of the method.

Results &
Conclusions

The effects of various potential disturbance variables (like temperature
gradients or strong vibrations) on the stability of sensor calibration, as well as
their impact on sensor output are shown in this work.
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Introduction &
Background

Soot forms in automotive engines due to incomplete combustion conditions,
and takes the form of clustered or chain-like fractal agglomerates, usually 50500 nm in size, composed of tens to hundreds of monodisperse spherical
particles with diameters in the range of 20-50 nm. Highly detailed
characterisation of soot nanoparticles can help to more fully understand soot
formation and its health and environmental implications. Due to their size,
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) has been the most widely used
method to achieve this. TEM produces 2D projections of soot agglomerates,
and the lack of depth perception leads to underestimation of commonly
measured morphological parameters [1-3], such as volume, number of primary
particles, and fractal dimension. High quality 3D reconstruction of soot
agglomerates would eliminate this error, or the need for empirical correction
factors and approximations to estimate the values of 3D parameters from 2D
projections. However, 3D study of soot aggregates is in its infancy, and a
major barrier to the success of the technique is its speed. A useful 3D
technique must be able to produce models of a statistically significant number
of soot particles in order to fully characterise samples and facilitate greater
understanding of soot formation and its effects in engines and the
environment. Currently, such work would take too long to offer a viable
alternative to the traditional 2D TEM methods.

Methodology

Flame-generated soot imaged on a graphene oxide coated TEM grid at 100
kV using a JEOL 2100F TEM equipped with a Gatan Orius CCD camera. Tilt
series were captured over a ±60° range using SerialEM [4]. To aid alignment
of tilt series images, 10 nm diameter gold nanoparticles were deposited onto
the TEM grid. All reconstructions were carried out using IMOD with eTomo [5],
while segmentation and morphological analysis was performed using ImageJ
(with the BoneJ plugin) and Matlab [6].

Results &
Conclusions

This work involves the study of several steps in the 3D reconstruction
procedure in order to assess what improvements may be made. For a flamegenerated (FG) soot agglomerate, the relative speed and quality of 3 different
reconstruction algorithms, 6 different tilt series formulations, and 5 different
levels tomogram segmentation are tested. The FG particle considered
represents a case study that is towards the upper limits of reconstruction
difficulty, as morphological complexity is high and contrast in the TEM images
is low; we estimate that npo = 222, via 3D volume divided by the assumed
spherical, 25nm diameter primary particle volume. Typically only 4.5% of the
agglomerates sampled from diesel exhaust are composed of more than 200
primary particles [3]. In comparison to a typical procedure, our optimised
methodology reduced the time required by over 70% and cut beam exposure
by two thirds with no appreciable decrease in the quality of the produced 3D
model.
References:
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Introduction &
Background

There is a growing awareness of the significance of aerosol particles with
diameters of D < 1 µm for human health as well as for their climatic impact.
To assess air quality, it appears necessary to supplement gravimetrically
determined mass concentrations such as PM10 or PM2.5 with a
measurement of the particle number concentration or even the particle
surface concentration. Since ultrafine particles with diameters of D < 0.1 µm
make an almost insignificant contribution to the mass of atmospheric aerosol
particles, they can best be detected with counting measuring methods of
sufficient sensitivity.

Methodology

In 2008 two European standardization projects (Technical Specifications) on
the two most relevant measurement techniques were initiated: Condensation
Particle Counter (CPC) for determining the particle number concentration and
Mobility Particle Size Spectrometer (MPSS) for determining the particle
number size distribution. These Technical Specifications define performance
characteristics and the associated minimum requirements that enable these
instruments, together with a suitable sampling system, to be used in air
quality monitoring networks and provide data of adequate accuracy. The
knowledge and experience of scientific networks like WHO, EUSAAR and
ACTRIS, and also national air monitoring networks (e.g. Saxony/Germany),
including the calibration infrastructure, are considered in these projects. The
first of these Technical Specifications dealing with the CPC (CEN/TS 16976)
was ratified in June 2016 and subsequently published in the CEN member
states. Manufacturers responded quickly and flexibly and marketed CPC
instruments which met the requirements. The second Technical Specification
dealing with the MPSS is expected to be finished in 2018. The state of the
discussion concerning performance characteristics and minimum
requirements for this instrument type as well as the necessary quality
assurance and quality control procedures is presented in this paper.

Results &
Conclusions

The Technical Specifications on CPC and MPSS measurement for ambient
aerosol provide harmonized methods to describe air quality with respect to
ultrafine particles.
The discussion is still in progress if it is necessary and useful to implement
limit values for the particle number concentration in ambient air and to set up
the necessary quality monitoring infrastructure. The main counter-argument is
that the results of long-term epidemiologic studies are still missing which
demonstrate the evidence of human health effects with sufficient significance.
If such results will be available once and limit values will be implemented the
concept of air quality monitoring can then be based on already existing
European Standards.
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Introduction &
Background

Biofuel in the form of wood pellets is used also in small heat sources. Due to
the fact that there are not only pellets made from pure wood but also pellets
with bark content, it is necessary to pay attention to the impact of bark on fuel
combustion characteristics (performance, net calorific value). Bark content in
pellets influences also the fuel quality. It has impact on such parameters as
moisture content, ash content, ash fusion temperature, produced emissions
and particulate matter (PM). High content of bark, which is frequently a
component of burned pellets, results in more frequent maintenance of heat
sources as bark contains more ash than bark less wood. Increased ash
content also generates higher amount of particulate matter which belongs to
the most harmful emissions discharged into the atmosphere. PM discharged
from local heat sources in combination with the weather has recently led
several times to smog situations having adverse impact on health and living
conditions of people in a particular region.
The work deals with the impact of bark content in wood biomass on PM
production of small heat source.

Methodology

In the framework of experimental activities there were spruce wood pellets
samples with 1 %, 2 %, 5 %, 10 % and 20 % content of bark. Samples were
produced on an experimental device for biofuel pelleting.
The combustion took place in a small heat source with a rated heat output of
18 kW which was tested on an experimental device designed for the
measuring of heat output and emission production. The device is built from an
experimental boiler, a heat consumption device, a gaseous emission analyser,
a particulate matter analyser, measuring apparatus to which all measuring
instruments are connected and a computer for the processing of measured
data. Various parameters are recorded every 20 seconds. During the
measurements constant chimney draft 12 ± 2 Pa via a flue fan is ensured.
Particulate matter measurement was conducted by gravimetric method in
accordance with the standard ISO 9096. All pellet samples with various bark
content were burned at the same operating settings of the boiler.

Results &
Conclusions

Based on the achieved results we can conclude that bark content in pellets
has a significant impact not only on performance but also on environmental
characteristics of pellets. Higher bark content in pellets increases ash content,
which can adversely influence combustion process, mainly due to higher ash
production during combustion and consequent necessity of more frequent
boiler cleaning. The results showed that the PM production increased with
growing bark content.

Images
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improving energy and mechanic parameters of biofuels, improving combustion
process of biofuels, reducing emission production during solid fuels burning,
energetic use of waste and micro-cogeneration.
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Introduction &
Background

The new emission standards empower the need of complex after-treatment
systems for diesel engines, the durability being a crucial aspect. When biofuel
is used, the after-treatment catalytic system is exposed to large amounts of
poisons, the particles composition being as well impacted. The
comprehension of the involved deactivation mechanisms as well as soot
reactivity is a complex and multidisciplinary challenge.

Methodology

One focus was the study of the deactivation of the DOC and SCR catalysts
through poisoning. Limited information is available about the physics and
chemistry of the particles formed when biodiesel is used. The second focus
was therefore devoted to the impact on soot reactivity in mechanistic and
kinetic terms using model and real soot.

Results &
Conclusions

The DOC was exposed to different poisoning elements specific to biofuel, the
impact on catalytic performance being studied on each component as well as
on combinations. K, Ca and Na have a negative impact on CO oxidation,
whereas an improvement can be observed in presence of P. However, K, Ca
and P poisoned catalysts enhance C3H6 conversion, while Na impurities have
the contrary effect. All elements have shown a negative effect on NO
oxidation, the reaction rate being lowered differently (Ca > Na > P > K).
The impact of Na and P on the SCR activity of a Cu/FER catalyst was studied
depending on the mineral loading (until 2wt%) and the solvent for the
impregnation step (H2O or ethanol). Acidity was poisoned after Na addition
which directly affected the NOx conversion at low temperature (250°C). Na
impregnation in water led to a stronger catalyst deactivation than in ethanol,
because water favors the migration of the Cu exchanged species, leading to
the formation of CuO extra framework species. It appears that the deNOx
efficiency at high temperature (500°C) is clearly related to the amount of
active exchanged copper. Cu-P interactions were evidenced after phosphorus
addition, leading to a decrease in redox behaviors (NO oxidation and NH3
oxidation) and consequently in the SCR activity (especially at low temperature
and in Standard SCR condition). Again, lower deactivations were observed
when the wet impregnations were performed in ethanol.
The real soot samples were collected from filters operated on a medium-duty
truck in real driving conditions or from engine bench using standard or 100%
biofuel as well as doped biofuel.
The use of biodiesel significantly reduces the soot formation, the soot loading
decreasing with increasing part of biofuel. The real soot is smaller due to the
added oxygenated compounds, containing more volatile fraction and ash.
There is no significant impact of biodiesel on the soot specific surface, the
higher value being obtained for an accelerated soot loading. No relationship
between volatile fraction and real soot reactivity under passive regeneration
conditions was also found. Adding alkali metals to the real Diesel soot
enhances soot oxidative reactivity in the whole temperature range (200600°C), regardless the cycle of production applied. Those species act as
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catalyst for soot oxidation process. The kinetic of soot oxidation at low
temperature (≤400 ° C.) is significantly increased in the presence of
phosphorus. Particle size distribution and oxidative reactivity of model soot
from the burner are in the same range as real soot derived from Diesel
engine.
The authors gratefully acknowledge the French National Agency for Research
for its financial support (Appibio Project, Ref. ANR-14-CE22-0003).
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Introduction &
Background

All sorts of candles are being used in widely different situations and
locations all over the world. New types of candles see the light of day every
year, such as candles made of beeswax, mixes of traditional candle waxes
and paraffin, vegetable waxes, animal fat based waxes etc.
The growing awareness regarding particle emissions from various sources
is increasing, demanding additional information and knowledge. In a study,
particle emissions in 56 Danish homes were measured, and it was found,
that in the homes where candles were used, candles were responsible for
approx. 60% of the residential integrated exposure. This has resulted in an
increasing demand for measurements on particle emissions from various
candle types, such as square candles, tealight candles, candlestick candles
and oil lamps.
In the present work, particle emission from 32 different candles were
measured as true duplicates, which means that measurements were carried
out on 64 candles.

Methodology

Measurements were carried out in a climate room with temperature, air
change and humidity control. Particle emissions have been measured using
an SMPS (Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer), model 3080 from TSI, and
CPC (Condensation Particle Counter), model 3776. The particles have
been counted and size distributed in the size interval from 4.3 nm to 167
nm. Older equipment for particle sizing in the nano-range is often been
limited down to 10-20 nm, giving an enormous bias in the results, as the
main part of the particles emitted from candles are in the 5 nm to 25 nm
range in size.
Additionally, sampling on filter was performed for subsequent chemical
analysis of emitted particles for content of lead and nickel. Sooting
behaviour has been measured according to the well-established standard
EN15426.

Results & Conclusions In average, the particle emission from paraffin and wax was approximately
9 million particles/cm3, whereas the emission from stearin was about 19
million particles/cm3. Lead and nickel was identified in a few of the waxes
and lead was identified in 26 out of the 32 different candles.
This work is continued in a new and larger project where new candle types
will be developed with the purpose of reducing particle emissions. It is
expected that preliminary results from this project can be presented. The
project is co-financed by the Danish EPA.
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Introduction &
Background

Soot particles from combustion sources have significant environmental
impact on human health and climate. One of the major sources of soot
particles is small-scale wood combustion and there is an urgent need to
develop methods to abate soot emissions from these appliances. In this
work, we aimed to identify the temperature conditions required for the
oxidation of wood combustion particles by using a tandem differential mobility
analyzer with a high temperature reactor.

Methodology

The oxidation behavior of the particles was studied with a wood stove and a
pellet boiler. The pellet boiler was operated both in normal and deteriorated
combustion procedure. The change of particle size and concentration were
measured after the high-temperature reactor of both size-classified and
unclassified particles. Furthermore, electron microscopy and chemical
analyses, combined with thermodynamic equilibrium calculations, were
carried out for interpreting the effect of ash species in the observed particle
shrinking at various temperatures. Finally, kinetic parameters for assessing
wood combustion soot oxidation in conditions representing post-combustion
zone of small appliances were derived.

Results &
Conclusions

Wood combustion particles were shrinking already below 500 °C according to
the measured particle mobility size, most likely related to evaporation of KCl.
The main change in particle size was seen between 510 °C and 660 °C with
classified pellet combustion particles, and the smallest particle size was
repeatedly seen at 710 °C (Figure 1). The wood stove particles oxidized at
slower rate compared to pellet combustion particles and they reached their
minimum at 810 °C. Electron microscope images revealed that deteriorated
combustion pellet particles (100 nm and 200 nm) contained alkali species
and soot agglomerates in room temperature and 460 °C. At 710 °C, the 100
nm agglomerates, mostly soot, were removed by oxidation, while the 200 nm
soot agglomerates were not fully oxidized. At 860 °C, only spherical zinc
containing core particles were left in the samples of 100 nm and 200 nm
particles. The 40 nm pellet combustion particles did not contain soot
agglomerates and the changes in their sizes were due to evaporation of
inorganic species. The relative size decrease was the greatest with 200 nm
particles from deteriorated pellet combustion, followed by the 100 nm.
Pellet combustion particles were rich of inorganic species, which affected the
decrease of particle size in two separate ways; they evaporate easily in high
temperature conditions and catalyze the soot particle oxidation. The wood
combustion particle oxidation was found to take place at lower temperatures
compared with previously studied diesel combustion particles. The results are
important for the development of strategies and technologies to abate soot
emissions from small-scale wood-fired combustion appliances.
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Caption Figure 1:

Relative change of particle diameter in different temperatures.
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Introduction &
Background

In combustion engines operating at high pressures (Musculus et al., 2013) or
flames quenched at low temperatures, such as the Cast generator, soot
agglomeration takes place in the transition regime. The agglomeration
dynamics in these conditions are dependent on the width of the primary
particle (PP) size distribution, induced by the different residence times and
equivalence ratios experienced by soot aggregates (Dastanpour et al., 2014).

Methodology

Here, an event-driven method for agglomeration of polydisperse primary
particles in the free molecular regime is extended to investigate the
agglomerate morphology and size distribution in the transition regime.
Spherical primary particles (PPs) having a lognormal size distribution with
geometric standard deviation, σg,p, of 1-3 are randomly distributed in a cubic
simulation box. Their ballistic or diffusive trajectories are calculated using the
Stokes friction coefficient with the Cunningham correction factor describing
the drag force from the free molecular to the transition regime (Goudeli et al.,
2015). The particles stick in point contact upon collision forming a new
agglomerate.

Results &
Conclusions

Agglomerate morphology becomes more compact as the primary particle size
distribution broadens and leads to larger fractal dimension, Df, and massmobility exponent, Dfm, similarly to agglomerates made in the free molecular
regime (Goudeli et al., 2016). The fractal, kf, and mass-mobility prefactors,
kfm, increase up to 30 and 6, respectively, for σg,p = 3, indicating that
agglomerates become more symmetric for larger PP polydispersity (Heinson
et al., 2010). The attainment of the asymptotic Df = 1.91 and Dfm = 2.15 is
delayed with increasing PP polydispersity.
The difference between the agglomerate mobility radius, rm, and radius of
gyration, rg, is enhanced by PP polydispersity, as rm becomes 2.5 times
larger than rg for σg,p = 3. Broader gyration- and mobility-based size
distributions are attained for larger σg,p in both the free molecular and the
transition regime. For large residence times, a quasi-self-preserving size
distribution is attained in the transition regime characterized by gyration-,
σg,g, and mobility-based geometric standard deviations, σg,m, of 1.62 ± 0.02
and 1.48 ± 0.03, respectively, regardless of σg,p. The dimensionless mobilitybased quasi-self-preserving size distribution is in excellent agreement with
soot size distributions measured from propane diffusion flames quenched at
low heights above the burner (Rissler et al., 2013).
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Introduction &
Background

Soot optical properties are typically approximated with the well-known and
relatively easy-to-use Mie theory for spheres, neglecting the fractal-like nature
of soot. The Rayleigh-Debye-Gans (RDG) theory for agglomerates consisting
of primary particles in point contact has been applied alternatively, resulting in
better agreement with optical measurements (Loepfe et al., 2014). However, it
is unable to resolve the effect of overlapping soot primary particles typically
observed in microscopic images of soot. The robust Discrete Dipole
Approximation (DDA) has been validated against RDG for the case of
agglomerates (Liu et al., 2008) and can also be used for aggregates of
chemically-bonded primary particles.

Methodology

Here, the Discrete Element Model (DEM) for agglomeration and surface growth
by acetylene pyrolysis in the absence of oxidation (Kelesidis et al., 2017) is
used to derive the evolution from nascent to mature soot morphology,
quantified by the fractal dimension, Df, and mass-mobility exponent, Dfm.

Results &
Conclusions

The good agreement found between the DEM-derived Df and Dfm evolutions
and microscopy (Schenk et al., 2013) and mass-mobility measurements
(Rissler et al., 2013; Yon et al., 2015), respectively, indicates that the present
DEM for agglomeration and surface growth accurately captures the transition
from nascent to mature soot morphology by agglomeration and surface growth,
before oxidation takes over.
The DEM-derived soot aggregate optical properties are quantified by the
absorption, Cabs, and extinction cross-sections, Cext, calculated by DDA and
compared to those of agglomerates having monodisperse primary particles.
The DDA calculations for agglomerates are validated against those of Liu et al.
(2008). Nascent soot aggregates formed in the early stages of soot formation,
when surface growth is dominant, have to 86 % larger Cext and Cabs for mass,
m = 0.002 fg compared to agglomerates formed at the same residence time in
the absence of surface growth. At longer residence times, however, when
surface growth has stopped and mature soot grows primarily by agglomeration,
the difference between aggregates and agglomerates decreases to about 1 %
for both Cext and Cabs. The DEM-derived mature soot Cext obtained as
function of the incident light wavelength is in fair agreement with Laser Induced
Incadescence measurements from diesel engines (Yon et al., 2011). The ratio
of Cabs estimated at 532 nm over that estimated at 1064 nm is 1.79, in
excellent agreement with the asymptotic ratio of 1.8 measured from mature
soot aggregates in diffusion flames (Xerxes et al., 2014).
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Introduction &
Background

In the decades to come, we will be exposed to exhausts of gasoline direct
injection (GDI) vehicles with yet unknown consequences. The GASOMEP
(Current Status and New Concepts of Gasoline Vehicle Emission Control for
Organic, Metallic and Particulate Non-Legislative Pollutants) project
investigates the emission characteristics of various GDI vehicles.
Among aspects covered by GASOMEP is the secondary organic aerosol
(SOA) forming potential from GDIs. This is being investigated with smog
chamber experiments, executed by PSI Switzerland, and two independent
oxidation flow reactors (the Potential Aerosol Mass, PAM, chamber and the
Micro Smog Chamber, MSC).
The advantage of the flow reactor approach, and in particular of the MSC, is
that the fast time resolution data can be paired with real-time vehicle data to
establish a real cycle average emission factor. These experiments cannot be
performed from a CVS sample since the dilution air of a CVS already has a
high secondary aerosol forming potential.

Methodology

The MSC (Keller and Burtscher 2012) exposes emissions to high intensity UV
light to achieve photochemical aging within 10 seconds. During GASOMEP,
we chose to perform experiments with the MSC on the gas-phase of the
emissions in order to measure exclusively the formation of SOA without
interference from primary particulate matter. In absence of seed aerosol, SOA
condenses as nucleation mode particles. Steady state data is used to
establish an average size distribution of the these particles, which is then
combined with fast number concentration information from a CPC to establish
a seconds-resolved emission factor during transient cycles.

Results &
Conclusions

For most of the driving cycle, the secondary aerosol production remained
mostly under 10 mg/lt-fuel. However, intervals with emissions as high as 300
mg/lt-fuel were observed during cold start operation of some vehicles.
Average emission factors of the order of 0.1 mg/km were observed for the
world-wide light duty test cycle (WLTC).
All the studied vehicles presented increased emission of gas phase
hydrocarbons during cold start. However, our measurements show that it
cannot be generalized that the cold start causes the highest SOA potential.
This may be explained by variations of the chemical composition of the gasphase hydrocarbons caused by the use of different fuels (gasoline vs
gasoline-ethanol blends) and/or differences in engine and after-treatment
technologies (our flote included EURO 3, EURO 4, and EURO 5 vehicles).
Previous measurements performed on wood-burning appliances show that
few hydrocarbon molecules may be responsible for most of the SOA (Burns et
al. 2016; Keller and Burtscher 2017).
This research was supported by the Competence Center Energy and Mobility
(CCEM) from the ETH Zurich.
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Introduction &
Background

The enforcement of more stringent worldwide vehicle emissions legislations
and fuel economy standards has motivated the reduction of hazardous air
pollutants (HAPs) emissions and developing energy-efficient engines.
Particle number (PN) from gasoline direct injection (GDI) engines are
produced under transient vehicle running conditions of low coolant
temperature and aggressive acceleration phases mainly due to the wall
wetting and fuel pool formation in combustion chamber. Several studies
showed that PN formation from engines can be substantially reduced via a
combination of engine hardware modifications, precise air-fuel mixture
control, and sophisticated engine control strategies during transient phases.
Ethanol as an automotive fuel presents several advantages on PN and HAPs
emissions because of clean combustion characteristics of oxygenated fuels.
Ethanol flexible fuel vehicles (FFVs), which are intended to be used with E0
to E85 fuel, were widely propagated in the Brazilian, European Union (EU)
and United States (US) automotive markets. The goal of our study is to
compare the regulated, PN, and unregulated toxic emissions from a GDI
vehicle operating under fuels of various ethanol contents (E0, E10, E30, E50,
E85).

Methodology

- Engine specifications and Vehicle test mode: A 2.4L wall-guided GDI engine
with three-way catalytic converters (TWCs) combined with a double split
injection (DSI) strategy were applied for cold phase of the FTP-75 cycle
Fuel preparation: Different ethanol volume fractions have been
manufactured, consisting of 10%, 30%, 50% and 85% in commercial gasoline
Engine calibration: The target lambda (λ) values and fuel injection quantity of
all ethanol-blended formulations were modified for cold-start, lambda closedloop control region, and transient conditions using base gasoline mapping
data (non-FFV ECU).
Test Equipment: A 48-inch single roll chassis dynamometer (AVL, M4500)
and gaseous emissions analyzer (Horiba, MEXA-7200H) were employed.
The PN concentration was analyzed with a TSI condensation particle counter
(CPC) 3790A. Engine particle sizer (EEPS) 3090 spectrometer was used to
determine the size-resolved particle distribution. The carbonyl compounds
were analyzed with the high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC,
Waters, ACQUITY UPLC) system. The volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
were determined by a gas chromatography-mass spectroscopy (GC-MS)
selective detector (Agilent, HP6890-HP5973N). Also, real-time individual HCs
(IHCs) and alcohols were analyzed with a Fourier transform infrared (FTIR,
SESAM FTIR).

Results &
Conclusions

In this study, impact of various gasoline-ethanol blending ratio of E0-E85
fuels on regulated, particle, and unregulated gaseous emissions
characteristics from a DISI vehicle was investigated.
The PN values were reduced from 1.62×1012 N/km (E0) to 1.37×1012 N/km
(E10), 5.89×1011 N/km (E30), 2.50×1011 N/km (E50), and 1.40×1011 N/km
(E85). Adoption of ethanol-blended fuels above 30% in SIDI engines has the
potential to meet stringent worldwide emissions regulations by an increase in
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oxygen content and lighter HCs. The size-resolved PN concentrations
decreased, and the fraction of sub-23 nm particles occupied more of the PN
concentration with growing ethanol contents over each phase of the FTP-75
mode. From the FTIR and GC/MSD emissions analysis, hazardous
chemicals such as acetaldehyde, formaldehyde, and ethylene produced by
partial oxidation and incomplete combustion of ethanol, resulted in much
higher emission than those from E0 fuel
Caption Figure 1:

Real-time particle concentration and size distributions with ethanol-gasoline
blended fuels (E0)
Caption Figure 2:

Real-time particle concentration and size distributions with ethanol-gasoline
blended fuels (E85)
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Introduction &
Background

As global warming becomes a serious problem throughout the world, lower
CO2 emissions have been required. In case of gasoline vehicles, gasoline
direct injection (GDI) engines have come into wide use owing to lower fuel
consumption. However, direct injection technology causes further partially
fuel-rich zones, incomplete combustion, and wall wetting to piston
compared with port fuel injection (PFI), which leads to increased particle
number (PN) emissions. In the European Union, the regulation of vehicular
emissions has continued to become more stringent. Subsequently, Worldharmonized light-duty vehicle test cycle (WLTC), which includes higher
loads and velocity distributions than the new European driving cycle
(NEDC), will be introduced to emission regulations in 2017. From
September 2017, PN emissions of gasoline vehicles should be lower than
6.0 ⅹ1011 N/km over WLTC. Moreover, PN emissions of gasoline vehicles
have to be lower than 9.0 ⅹ1011 N/km (conformity factor = 1.5) during real
driving emissions (RDE) test which includes cold start phase. As volatile
particles were required to be separated from solid particles, there is much
attention towards the use of catalytic stripper (CS) while measuring PN
emissions. Consequently, the purpose of this research is to evaluate the
characteristics of PN emissions for a GDI vehicle over WLTC with or without
CS.

Methodology

A vehicle used in this study featured a 2.4L in-line 4 wall guided GDI engine
with a compression ratio of 11.3: 1 and under floor type of three-way
catalytic converter (TWCs) as an after-treatment system. Regulated
emissions and particle emissions were measured over the WLTC at the
cold start and hot start with or without CS. Regulated emissions from
constant volume sampler (CVS) exhaust dilution tunnel system were
measured using exhaust gas analyzer (AMA i60). The PN emissions were
measured by PPS-m (Pegasor) which operates by electrostatic charging
particles passing through the sensor and then measuring the current
caused by the charged particles leaving the sensor. The catalytic stripper
(Pegasor catalytic stripper) used in this research operated at the 300 ℃ to
remove the volatile particles.

Results & Conclusions Observing the effect of catalytic stripper on the total PN emissions over
WLTC at the cold start, the total PN emissions were 1.10 ⅹ1012 N/km with
CS and 1.50ⅹ1012 N/km without CS. The 27 % of PN emissions at the
cold start were volatile particles which were removed by the CS. In the case
of hot start, the total PN emissions were 3.35 ⅹ1010 N/km with CS and
1.49ⅹ1011 N/km without CS. It is assumed that the 23 % of PN emissions
at the hot start were solid particles. Examining the effect of cold start and
hot start on the total emissions over WLTC, PN emissions at the hot start
decreased up to 90 - 97 % compared to them at the cold start. The results
of this research will offer some insight into the characteristics of PN
emissions for forthcoming emission regulation depending on start condition
and usage of CS.
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Caption Figure 1:

Time-resolved particle emissions over WLTC at the cold start with or
without CS.
Caption Figure 2:

Time-resolved particle emissions over WLTC at the hot start with or without
CS.
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Introduction &
Background

A number of researchers have shown that modern GDI engines emit very
large numbers of particles, particularly with sizes less than 100 nm, despite
having low mass emissions. Particle number reduction (via filtration or
specialized engine calibrations) is a highly sought after goal in light of
upcoming regulations. However, in just considering the number or mass of
the particles, a large wealth of information is ignored, including particle
morphology, structure, and chemical composition. Additionally, all particles
classified into a particular size or size range do not necessarily have the
same (or even similar) properties. It will therefore be useful for health
effects research, filtration studies, secondary aerosol formation research,
and even regulation development to understand the size dependence of the
aforementioned properties that are often overlooked. This work seeks to
shed light on this area by considering specific sizes of ultra fine particles
emitted by GDI engines, and examining their properties. The vehicle for
exploring these properties is the variation of fuel injection parameters (e.g.,
number of injections, injection pressure, apportioning of fuel into different
injections, and the timing of the various injections), which is one technique
that offers promise in the near future for improving combustion, much in the
same way as it has for diesel engines in the past.

Methodology

This study (part of a larger Ph.D. project) only considered physical
characteristics. A matrix of twelve test points was created examining two
injection pressures for three different triple fuel injection strategies, each at
two different loads. A single-cylinder research engine consisting of an FEV
Systemmotor crankcase coupled to a 1.6L SGDI Ford EcoBoost cylinder
head was used. Combustion phasing, engine speed, and global
equivalence ratio were held constant for the studies. The fuel was E0 Tier II
EPA certification gasoline. Particles were obtained by using a custom-built
two stage ejector pump dilution system. The first stage was heated, while
the second stage was at ambient temperature. Air was used as the diluent,
after having been prepared with a 3-stage filtration system. Size
distributions were obtained with a TSI SMPS system (3080 classifier and
3776 CPC). To obtain specific size cuts, first a full size distribution was
taken for a particular condition. Five cut points were selected from this
distribution, being the mode and four steps of 30 nm above and below the
mode (e.g., for a mode of 100 nm, this would mean cuts at 40 nm, 70 nm,
100 nm, 130 nm, and 160 nm). The cuts were taken using the 3080
classifier (with 3081 DMA), and sampled onto TEM grids using a Naneos
Partector TEM sampler. This instrument also gave surface area information.
The collected particles were imaged in a JEOL 3011 HRTEM, and the
images were processed using propriety codes. Both low resolution and high
resolution studies were conducted (i.e., the above process was repeated
twice, once for each level of resolution), to understand the morphology and
nanostructure, respectively, of the collected particles.

Results & Conclusions The vast majority of particles collected were aggregates. For the smaller
sizes, singlets, doublets, and triples were observed. Across all operating
conditions, and in the sizes examined for each of the conditions, the
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morphology of the particles varied widely. Many particles were long
aggregates with fractal dimensions closer to one, while others were
collapsed aggregates with fractal dimensions closer to three. Primary
particle diameters and quantity per aggregate varied widely. Higher load
conditions producer more particles, but high injection pressure reduced
concentrations, which agrees well with the wide variety of papers published
on this subject. A great deal of variability was observed to occur in the
analyzed results, but this is partly a consequence of some images not being
well-suited for image analysis, a limited sample size (although at least 25
images were taken for each sample), and the limitations of the image
analysis code. As of this abstract writing, the author is still analyzing high
resolution images, so for now, the comments on high resolution results will
be left out (they will be addressed at the conference in June). It is expected
that features such as fringe length, fringe spacing, tortuosity, and other
results for non-amorphous primary particles will be available and will be
discussed.
Caption Figure 1:

Image not found or type unknown
An example selection of particles, each with 90 nm electrical mobility
diameter. The magnification is 40 kX for all images.

Caption Figure 2:

An example comparison of fractal dimension for different sizes at a
particular operating condition.
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Introduction &
Background

Particle and gas emissions from diesel engines have profound impact on
human health and as result; emissions from marine engines are under
scrutiny. Although regulations on NOX emissions from ships have been
implemented and sulphur content in marine fuel is limited to 0.1% in
emission control areas (ECAs), and globally limited to 0.5% in 2020,
emissions from ship traffic is still a much-debated subject. Particle
emissions are today unregulated but expected regulated in the future. Thus,
different mitigation strategies are being exploited including implementation
of emission reducing technologies such as particle filters, SCR catalysts
and scrubbers.
In this study emission data from a Danish inland ferry with a retrofitted,
integrated particle filter and SCR system (Dinex F-SCR) is presented. All
measurements were carried out on-board the Danish inland ferry
connecting the island of Ærø with Fyn. The ferry has two main engines
(MaK M20C, 1020 kW 4-stroke diesel engine) both of them running on
marine diesel, in which the sulphur content is limited to 0.1%.

Methodology

The emission was characterized at 4 points of engine load: Idle, 50%, 85%
and 100% MCR, and measured according to the ISO 8178 steady state
method. Nanoparticle size distribution and number concentration was
measured using a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS) (TSI) in
connection with a rotating disc dilutor (Testo) and further connected with a
catalytic stripper (Catalytic Instruments) for measuring the solid particle
fraction. Gas emissions (CO2, CO, HC and NOx) was measured using
standard laboratory gas analyzer equipment as well as a Thermo Scientific
Antaris IGS FTIR analyzer.

Results & Conclusions Particle number concentration was in average reduced by more than 90 %
by the filter – similar findings as compared to the previously installed filter
without catalytic coating. The mean particle size was largest with the ferry
operating in idle in the harbour during load and unload, and between 50 and
200 nm during all four engine loads tested.
A NOx-reduction of at least 40% was measured when the system was put
into operation. However, the efficiency of the filter dropped significantly
during the day, probably due to soot contamination of the filter catalyst
material. This shows that the efficiency might be even higher early in the
morning during the first crossing. A solution for this problem might be more
frequent regeneration.
In conclusion, the installed particle filter in average reduced the particle
emission with minimum 90% by number, measured in real-time during
operation. The expected reduction was 99 % and the difference is very
likely due to leaky bypass valves in the exhaust gas system. The NOx
reduction was about 40% and the actual NOx level measured after the filter
was below the IMO TIER II regulation for ships and comparable to the
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EURO III norm for on-road heavy-duty diesel engines.
The visible smoke from the vessel’s funnel, which is typically seen while
manoeuvring in the harbour, is also reduced to a minimum.
Following this work, a larger Danish project, also co-financed by the Danish
EPA, has just been initiated (2017-2020) where three different particle/NOxreducing technologies will be tested on three different ship engines.
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Introduction &
Background

Annual primary particulate matter (PM) emissions of 1.7 Tg from
international shipping have been evaluated to be in the order of PM
emissions from road traffic (2.1 Tg) (Eyring et al., J. Geophys. Res., 110,
D17305, 2010). The particulate emissions originated from shipping
contribute to impaired air quality and have been estimated to cause 60 000
pulmonary and lung cancer deaths annually (Corbett et al., Envir. Sci.
Tech., 41, 8512-8518, 2007). PM emissions from international shipping are
not directly regulated but limits on SO2 emissions are expected to have a
reducing effect. In sulphur emission control areas and EU ports, the
maximum fuel sulphur content (FSC) has been limited to 0.1% and the FSC
allowed globally will be narrowed to 0.5% in 2020.
Diesel engines typically emit particles that can be seen in the particle size
distribution as one, two or three separate modes. Soot mode particles
consist of agglomerates that can have volatile condensates on them.
Nucleation mode particles in ship emissions usually consist of volatile
compounds such as water, sulphur compounds and hydrocarbons but can
include fuel ash components and soot spherules (eg. Fridell et al., Atmos.
Environ., 42, 1160-1168, 2008). In previous studies, marine engines have
been observed to produce a pronounced nucleation mode under 50 nm in
size (eg. Kasper et al., Aerosol Sci. Tech., 41, 24-32, 2007; Hallquist et al.,
Envir. Sci. Tech., 47,773-780, 2013).

Methodology

In this study (Kuittinen et al., manuscript in prep.), the number and
characteristics of particles emitted from a marine engine were studied with
four alternative fuels. Particle number and size distributions were measured
from a 1.6 MW test-bed marine diesel engine. Two steady load conditions,
75% and 25%, were chosen, corresponding to typical operation conditions
at open sea and near harbour, respectively. Measurements were conducted
with four fuels that included marine diesel oil (0.1% S), intermediate fuel oil
(0.5% S), heavy fuel oil (2.5% S) and a blend of biofuel and distillate oil in
ratio of 30:70. The exhaust sample was diluted using a porous tube diluter
followed by a residence time chamber. The primary dilution ratio was set to
12 and the sample was further diluted with an ejector diluter with a nominal
dilution ratio of 8. In part of the measurements, thermodenuder or catalytic
stripper (Amanatidis et al., J. Aerosol Sci., 57, 144-155, 2013) were applied
to examine particle volatility. Particle number and size distributions were
measured using CPC (Airmodus A20), SMPS (TSI Inc.) and NanoSMPS
(TSI Inc.).

Results & Conclusions The measured particle number size distributions showed distinct nucleation
modes with particle diameters in the ultra-fine size range and
concentrations two to three orders of magnitude higher than for the soot
mode particles. The size distributions were generally bi-modal, but for the
heavy fuel oil, tri-modal distribution was observed. Modal number emission
factors were calculated by fitting lognormal distributions into the measured
data. In general, the choice of fuel seems to have only a modest effect on
the total number emission factors. The emitted particles included a high
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share of volatile compounds but did not completely evaporate during
thermal treatment.
Caption Figure 1:

Example of particle number size distribution at 75% load condition.
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Introduction &
Background

Fire is the most likely hazard in a nuclear facility and can lead to production
of radioactive particles and soot. Understanding and predicting the behavior
of the HEPA (High Efficiency Particulate Air) filters, which are the last
barriers between the facility and the atmosphere, is essential. The aeraulic
resistance of clogged HEPA filters is modified by the water vapor adsorbed
or condensed on soot cake
The principal aim of this study is to develop a water adsorption model,
based on the theory of multimolecular adsorption and capillary
condensation (Ribeyre et al., 2014), for soot emitted in fire conditions.
Determining the most influencing physico-chemical parameters of soot on
the sorption process would improve the current HEPA clogging models
(Mocho & Ouf, 2011 ; Thomas et al., 2014).
This communication highlights the influence of fuel nature and soot
morphology on the interaction between water and soot cake.

Methodology

Water sorption measurements are carried out with the DVS (Dynamic Vapor
Sorption) Vacuum microbalance supplied by Surface Measurement
Systems.
Samples used in this study are commercial black carbons (PRINTEX 90
and FLAMMRUSS 101), provided by Orion (Engineered carbons) and have
mean primary particle diameter of 15 and 95 nm respectively. Such
materials exclusively composed of elemental carbon are morphologically
similar to soot particles under fire conditions.
Real “fire” soot particles have been produced by combustion of hydraulic oil,
a gloves box and two types of electrical cables composed of PVC or
halogen free fire retardant (HFFR) sheath. Those materials and elements
represent potential fuels commonly handled in nuclear facilities.
Morphological and physico-chemical characterizations of soot have been
performed with a transmission electron microscope and an OC/TC thermooptical analyzer respectively, for determining the primary particle diameter
and the ratio of organic to total carbon.

Results & Conclusions Figure 1 shows the adsorption isotherms of the two black carbons
previously mentioned. The only varying parameter is the primary particle
diameter. The black carbon PRINTEX 90 adsorbs much more water,
especially for the relative humidities superior to 40%. Moreover, these type
III isotherms according to the IUPCA classification are characteristic of low
interactions between sorbate and adsorbent. This is in accordance with the
known low affinity of elemental carbon with water.
Figure 2 presents the adsorption isotherms of water on soot tested in this
study. It is compared with other sorption results for aeronautic and burner
soot (Popovicheva et al., 2008).
Soot produced by a gloves box fire in an over-ventilated room adsorbs less
water compared to the other “fire” soot produced within a poorly ventilated
facility. Soot from electric cables fire are the most water adsorbing soot and
those with PVC sheath lead to more hydrophilic soot, certainly due to the
presence of chlorine atoms. Overall, water isotherms of “fire” soot have the
characteristic sigmoidal shape of high sorbate-adsorbent interactions.
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The combustion process and fuel nature strongly impact the water sorption
properties of soot. A relative humidity of 40% has been identified as a
critical limit above which the primary particle size is an influencing
parameter on water sorption.
Caption Figure 1:

Adsorption isotherms of water on two different black carbons
Caption Figure 2:

Adsorption isotherms of water on soot from different combustion processes
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Introduction &
Background

In urban areas emissions from road traffic is the most dominant source of
combustion nanoparticles. High exposures to these nanoparticles pose
serious risks to human health due to their high surface area and by the
virtue of their deeper penetration in the respiratory system. Particle Number
Concentration (PNC) and Lung-Deposited Surface Area (LDSA) seem to be
reliable metrics for anticipating pulmonary inflammation of insoluble and
poorly soluble nanoparticles.

Methodology

Currently, there are few studies which considered LDSA, PNC, black
carbon (BC) and PM2.5 together to understand nanoparticles properties
and distribution. The aim of this study is to examine the Kerbside exposures
to nanoparticles and their variation under real-world driving conditions in the
metropolitan city of Mumbai. Kerbside measurements of real-time LDSA,
PNC, BC and PM2.5 were conducted on various major roads, an express
highway and an urban background location during Jun 2016 to Feb 2017 in
North Central Mumbai resulting in a total of 36 and 24 measurements for
PM2.5, LDSA and PNC, BC respectively. All measurements were done on
weekdays during rush (8-12pm) and non-rush (12-4pm) hours.

Results & Conclusions Mean (± SD) of LDSA, PNC, BC and PM2.5 concentrations during rush
hours are 292±118 (µm²/cm³), 25±9.1 (#/cm³*103), 19.6±7.3 (µg/m3) and
99.1±45.5 (µg/m3), respectively. Corresponding non-rush hours
concentrations are slightly lower for all particulate metrics which are, 233 ±
105 (µm²/cm³), 20 ± 7.7 (#/cm³*103), 15.4 ± 7.5 (µg/m3) and 73.9 ± 20.4
(µg/m3), respectively. PNC, LDSA are found to have a 30%-50% lower
concentration and PM2.5, BC are found to have 20%-40% higher
concentration on major Link-roads as compare to Express highway. A
comparison with the background levels shows an enrichment of 2.7 to 4.2,
3.4 to 4.6, 1.9 to 2.9 and 1.2 to 1.5 for LDSA, PNC, BC and PM2.5
respectively. This enrichment is found to be highly correlated with traffic
volume on those particular roads for LDSA and PNC. The extensive data
analysis for spatial and temporal variations is currently underway.
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Introduction &
Background

Wood burning for domestic heating is a relevant source of fine and ultrafine
particles in urban areas. Nevertheless, there is still a gap of knowledge on
health impacts associated to UFPs (dp
The TOBICUP (TOxicity of BIomass COmbustion generated Ultrafine
Particles) project was designed to gain deeper insight on the possible health
effects of ultrafine particles (UFP, dp

Methodology

UFP stack samples generated by wood (beech and fir) combustion in a 11 kW
pellet stove (automatically stoked) and in a 8 kW wood stove (manually
stoked) were collected during combustion tests intended to simulate realworld combustion cycles.
Airborne UFP samples where collected during monitoring campaigns carried
out at a small alpine town (Morbegno) in Northern Italy, where wood burning
is largely diffused for domestic heating in winter. For comparison purpose,
integrated UFP samples were collected both in wintertime (over three/four
days) and summertime (seven days).
Both stack an airborne UFP samples were collected by means of three
parallel multistage impactors equipped with different collection substrates,
depending on the subsequent analysis to be performed.
Chemical analysis included elemental composition (ICP-AES), the main
inorganic ions (IC), levoglucosan, mannosan and galactosan (HPAEC-PAD),
total organic carbon by thermal-optical trasmittance (TOT), and PAH (GCMS).
Biological effects were assessed by investigating the induction of the proinflammatory cytokine interleukin-8 (IL-8) in two human cells lines (THP-1 and
A549), used as surrogates of alveolar macrophages and lung epithelial cells,
and in human peripheral blood leukocytes. UFP-induced oxidative stress and
genotoxicity were investigated in A549 cells by alkaline comet assay and γH2AX. Observed pro-inflammatory and genotoxic effects were compared to
those in cells treated with NIES certified diesel exhaust particles (DEP).

Results &
Conclusions

Stack-sampled UFPs induced IL-8 production in both A549 and THP-1 cell
lines, with logwoods UFPs more active compared to pellet UFPs. With the
exception of the higher effect of beech logwood UFPs only in THP-1 cells, the
induced release of IL-8 was not influenced by the kind of wood; in addition, on
a weight base, IL-8 release was similar or even lower compared to DEP,
arguing against a higher biological activity of UFP compared with larger
particles. Genotoxic effects, with statistically significant increase of all DNA
damage markers, were more evident for UFPs generated by logwood
combustion than by pellet, but without differences between the two types of
wood.
Our tests confirmed that pellet stoves generate UFPs with reduced in vitro
activity compared to wood stoves but showed that cells treated with DEP
suffered more damage than those treated with UPFs from both logwood and
pellet combustion.
Airborne UFPs were able to stimulate an inflammatory response, with the
release of IL-8 in several cellular models, including THP-1 cells and peripheral
blood leukocytes. Summertime UFPs were more active in inducing IL-8
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release compared to winter UFPs in both cells lines, but the release was
overall similar to the one observed with DEP. Opposite to the inflammatory
effects, genotoxic effects induced by wintertime UFPs were higher than those
induced by summertime UFPs, indicating that seasonal differences in UFPs
composition differently affected biological responses. Results also indicated
that cell types and toxicological parameters were differently triggered
depending on the seasonal composition of airborne UFPs, but did not show a
higher reactivity of airborne UFPs compared to DEP.
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Introduction &
Background

Aircraft engine particle emissions are important contributors to local air
quality near airports. These emissions occur during multiple stages of
aircraft movement including idling at terminal gates, taxiing, runway takeoffs, and runway landings, which are collectively referred to as the landingtakeoff (LTO) cycle. Engine LTO emissions are quantified by their
manufacturers prior to certification and operation in terms of a smoke
number; although, current and future efforts are underway to measure
engine LTO emissions in a more rigorous fashion by measuring particle
number and/or mass emissions indices. While these data will inform
transportation modeling of the next generation of aircraft engines, there are
currently no plans to recertify older engines that are currently in service. In
addition, the LTO certification process is idealized as engine conditions are
measured under discrete, steady thrust settings that may differ from thrusts
actually applied by pilots. Consequently, there is a need to understand the
emissions from these currently in-service engines under real-world
conditions. Here, we investigate particle emissions emitted by aircraft during
takeoff operations at Los Angeles International Airport (LAX).

Methodology

Aircraft engine particle emissions indices (EIs) are calculated from
measured ambient particle concentrations normalized by carbon dioxide.
The data were sampled approximately 400 m downwind of the northern
runway at LAX (24L), which is an ideal sampling location as the aircraft
takeoff plumes are advected down the runway by a persistent sea breeze.
Particle number, mass, and size distribution EIs are reported.

Results & Conclusions Emissions indices from over 300 distinct aircraft takeoff plumes are reported
for a variety of engine types and aircraft configurations. The most prevalent
single aircraft type sampled were 737 class -700, -800, and -900 series with
CFM56-7B engines. Other engine types included contrasting Engine
Alliance and Rolls-Royce Trent 970 engines on the Airbus A380-800 aircraft
and GE Genx engines on Boeing 747-800s. Particle number EIs are in the
range of 10^16-10^17 kg-fuel^(-1) on a number basis and 100-1000 mg kgfuel^(-1) on a mass basis, which are consistent with previous advected
plume measurements (e.g., Lobo et al., Atmos. Environ., 2012). This work
substantially expands the database of takeoff emissions indices both in
terms of plumes sampled and diversity of engine types.
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Introduction &
Background

Gasoline Direct Injection has been introduced in the market due to their
enhance efficiency, low fuel consumption and lower CO2 emission.
However, a large number of particles are emitted from GDI vehicles
exceeding the current Euro 6 limits (6x1011 particles/km). It is expected that
30% of the EU fleet will be GDI in 2020 and this will induce changes in the
exhaust composition and with it may produce new health risks for humans.
Some of the critical pollutants are polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs),
alkyl-PAHs and nitro-PAHs with many of them being genotoxic. Alternative
fuels could be a solution to lower emissions of toxic pollutants.

Methodology

In this study, complete exhaust samples, including solid, condensed and
gaseous fractions, have been collected in all-glass sampling devices from 2
Euro 6b-GDI vehicles (Golf VII and Citröen C4)) at the chassis
dynamometer of the UASB (Biel, Switzerland). Vehicles were driven
following the WLTC under hot and cold start conditions. Three fuels were
tested: gasoline (E0), an ethanol-gasoline blend with 10% ethanol (E10)
and a butanol-gasoline blend at 15% butanol (B15). Diluted exhausts were
sampled from a CVS tunnel. In the laboratory, samples were processed
following several extraction and cleanup procedures. Final extracts were
analyzed by HRGC-HRMS and concentrations of PAH, alkyl-PAHs and
nitro-PAHs were determined. An SMPS and a nano-SMPS were used to
determine particle number emissions from 9-400 nm.

Results & Conclusions Emissions in ng/Nm3 are shown in figure 1 for the two vehicles and the
fuels tested (Fig. 1, A and B). Moreover, fig. 1 C shows the results of a
similar study previously done with a Euro 5 vehicle (reference vehicle in the
research project) and two ethanol blends. Emissions of the two euro 6
vehicles are similar and lower than emissions of the Euro 5 vehicle. The use
of E10 only lowers emissions with the Citröen as observed with the Volvo,
however these emissions slightly increase in the Golf. The use of butanol
produces an increase in the emissions of both vehicles. The hypothesis that
ethanol lowers GDI vehicle emissions seems to be dependent on the
engine type, however the increase is low compared to butanol (for the Golf
VII) and emissions are reduced in the Citröen and the Volvo. According to
these tests, the use of butanol does not reduce emissions. The oxygen
content in butanol is similar to that of the ethanol, however, the octane nr. is
similar to that of gasoline. Therefore, butanol behaves similar to gasoline
and might be the reason why the emissions with it are similar or even higher
than the GDI with E0. Emissions (ng/Nm3) obtained in the GDI fleet tested
in the same project (n=7, Euro 3 to Euro 6b) ranged from 280 to 6700
ng/Nm3. With PN concentrations there is a tendency of higher
concentrations with E10, the contrary is observed for the PAH emissions. In
conclusion, it can be said that for the vehicles tested emissions were
increased with the use of butanol, however the trend with ethanol is unclear.
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Caption Figure 1:

Figure 1. Emissions of the sum of the 7 genotoxic PAHs in the WLTC-H
(Benzo(a)anthracene, chrysene, benzo(b)fluoranthene, benzo(a)pyrene,
indeno(1,2,3-cd)pyrene and dibenzo(ah)anthracene) in ng/Nm3. Figure A
with the Golf VII, figure B with th Citröen and C shows the results already
published in a previous research with another GDI vehicle1. X-increase is
indicated with a red arrow and is related to the vehicle with E0, likewise,
green arrow indicates a decrease.
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Introduction &
Background

[motivation] In order to grasp the contribution of vehicle exhaust to PM2.5
concentrations, it is necessary to clarify the secondary aerosols formed from
gaseous emissions. Recently, it was reported the simplified measurement
technique of the secondary aerosols formed from gaseous emissions with the
flow reactor (PAM: potential aerosol mass chamber or MSC: micro smog
chamber). It is concerned that the non-realistic volume or character of
secondary aerosols are formed from gaseous emissions by those techniques,
because they use the shorter wavelength UV which are not included in the
sunlight on the surface of the earth. Our objective is to clarify actual situation of
the secondary aerosols formed from vehicle emissions by the development of
the realistic measurement technique of secondary aerosols. In this work, we
investigated the influence of shorter wavelength UV and humidity to the
secondary aerosols formed from traditional precursors such as toluene,
benzene and so on.

Methodology

[methods] The influence of UV wavelengths and humidity to the secondary
aerosols were examined with GL-15 (254nm), SGL-1000 (185nm+254nm),
BLB-15 (350nm as a UV of sunlight) lamps and a flow reactor (quarts glass
chamber; 250mmφ* 500mm). The secondary aerosols and their precursors
were analyzed with SMPS (particle number and size-distribution), GCMS(Hydrocarbons in particle phase), PRT-MS(Hydrocarbons in gas phase).

Results &
Conclusions

[results] Tens of thousands of secondary aerosols were formed from 1ppm
toluene by UV lamps of 254nm whereas several hundred of aerosols by UV of
350nm in our flow reactor. Mass 30 (formaldehyde), 44 (acetaldehyde) and 58
(propionaldehyde) specifically increased as precursors derived from toluene by
UV of 254nm. And we confirmed that aromatics were easy to decrease than
paraffins by UV of 254nm. Reduction rate (254nm/350nm) of paraffins and
aromatics were double and three times or over, respectively. Next, we
investigated the influence of humidity to the formation of aerosols in UV of
254nm. The secondary aerosols formed from a toluene increased depending on
humidity. Generally, it is said that formation of secondary aerosols is promoted
by the increase of water on the surface of aerosol. However, we also found the
increase of radicals depending on humidity.
[conclusion] We understand that there are two concerns about evaluating the
secondary aerosols formed from vehicle emissions in the flow reactor
accelerated a photochemical reaction by the UV of shorter wavelength.
1) We may evaluate the non-realistic volume and character of secondary
aerosols which are increased by aerosols formed from aromatics broke down
by the UV of shorter wavelengths which are not included in the sunlight on the
surface of the earth (such as the UV of 254nm).
2) It is necessary to make humidity constant in flow reactor not to be affected by
the humidity of vehicle exhaust.
Finally, we will show the results with some vehicle exhausts in the presentation.
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Introduction &
Background

Environmental authorities such as EPA, VCA have enforced stringent
emissions legislation governing air pollutants released into the atmosphere. Of
particular interest is the challenges introduced by the limit on particulate
number (PN) counting (#/km) and real driving emissions (RDE) testing; with the
Euro 6c emissions legislation being shortly introduced for the gasoline direct
injection engines gasoline particulate filters are considered to be the most
immediate solution. While engine calibration and testing over the NEDC allows
for the limits to be met real driving emission can constitute a challenge.

Methodology

The present work focuses on an experimental durability study on road under
real word driving conditions. Two set of experiments were carried out. The first
study analised a Gasoline Particulate Filter (GPF) (2,4 liter, diameter 5,2”
round) installed in underfloor (UF) position driven for up to 200.000 km. A
1.6liter direct injection Spark Ignition (DISI) engine was used for the
investigation. Ash accumulation versus mileage and soot loading were of
interest. A parallel investigation up to 160.000 km with same engine (2 vehicles
on road on a “specific average” cycle) and GPF installed in closed coupled (CC)
position was also carried out.The CC GPF was a 2 liter model with same
diameter – spec GPF is a NGK 360 cpsi 5 mil wall thickness. An Ansys Fluent
CFD model was also developed and calibrated using the experimental results
to gather insight on flow information inside the channels of the particulate filters
as well as the porous filter walls. Individual 3-D GPF channels, with front plugs
were modeled to obtain detailed flow information such as velocity and static
pressure distributions inside inlet and outlet channels, as well as across the
porous filter wall. Only two quarters of an inlet and two quarters of an outlet
channels were modelled in order to reduce computational time and complexity.

Results &
Conclusions

The 3D-CFD modelling of the uncoated Gasoline Particulate filter allowed for
pressure distribution along the channels centre lines to be determined.
Pressure drop and the velocity magnitudes at wall were also investigated. The
experimental durability studies using two identical vehicles with different GPF
location in the exhaust ( UF GPF vs. CC GPF) show very little soot amount
accumulated, increasing filter PN filtration efficiency with mileage (over 90%
after 160.000 km) and total ash amount of circa 17 g after 200.000 km with UF
GPF. Further investigation and data analysis is ongoing.
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Introduction &
Background

Improving engine efficiency has been a priority for light-duty gasoline
vehicle industry. Of various engine technologies that have been introduced
to achieve higher engine efficiency, gasoline direct injection (GDI)
technology has found wide acceptance in recent times. In cylinder injection
of gasoline fuel can result in combustion characteristics that produce larger
fraction of elemental carbon (EC) as opposed to port fuel injection (PFI)
engines. Studies have shown greater solid particle number from GDI
engines compared to PFI engines and in some cases, solid particle number
greater than diesel particulate filter (DPF) equipped diesel engines. From a
regulatory and health effects standpoint, there is interest in evaluating if
future GDI engines would require filters to meet emissions standards. The
formation of PM in GDI combustion is not clearly understood, however, it is
known that GDI PM concentrations are elevated during engine transients.
Therefore, it is important to study the engine operating characteristics that
contribute to high PM emissions from GDI engines. Moreover, from a
design of exhaust after treatment perspective, it is also important to study
the physical characteristics of GDI PM during highly transient vehicle
activity.

Methodology

There is a gap in knowledge, with regards to the solid PM emissions rate,
morphology and chemical characteristics of PM from GDI engines during
highly transient engine operation. Therefore, the objective of this study is to
compare PM size distribution and number concentration between GDI and
DPF equipped diesel. Furthermore, the study aims to study the morphology
of GDI. The test procedure involved chassis dynamometer testing of the two
candidate vehicles, assessed on the following evaluation schemes– i) FTP
75 ii) US06 and ii) real world drive cycle based on driving activity in and
around Morgantown city (MGW). Particle size distribution and number count
measurements were recorded by TSI EEPS particle spectrometer and the
nanoparticle samples for microscopic analysis were acquired using SMPS
3080 electrostatic classifier unit. GDI PM samples were collected and
analyzed using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SEM) techniques.

Results & Conclusions Characterizing the time averaged particle number (PN) emissions resulting
from transient operating conditions, it was observed that diesel vehicle was
associated with peaks, only at 1E+8/cm3 for the acceleration event above
60mph vehicle speeds while for rest of all operating conditions, the DPF
system reduced the particles to significantly lower limits. This trend was
observed consistently for both stabilized driving phase and aggressive
transient phase, as well. Meanwhile, the regeneration event consisted of
nanoparticles to the order of 1E+10/cm3. However, for GDI vehicle the
medium load transients (30 mph-40 mph) contributed most substantially to
the elevated PN levels, with concentration of PN emissions greater than
one order magnitude as compared to DPF equipped diesel vehicle. Overall,
the GDI vehicle emissions consisted of averaged particles with mean
diameter at 52nm and diesel vehicle consisted of smaller particles around
10nm. Slightly higher difference in particle mode diameter was observed
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during the real-world driving cycle which consisted of greater proportion in
medium load transient events and a high-speed cruising phase.
Furthermore, to this discussion the paper will also include comparative
analysis of size and morphology of solid particles from AFM/SEM images,
between different types of transient drive cycles that will lead to better
understanding of PM formation in GDI engines during highly transient
vehicle activity.
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Introduction &
Background

Current engine research is focused on reducing exhaust emissions and
improving fuel economy. This is motivated by increased environmental
concerns, strict government regulations on exhaust emission standards. Direct
injection diesel engines have advantages for reducing fuel consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions due to the potential of high fuel conversion
efficiency. However, it is necessary to reduce emissions, particularly NOx and
soot to meet the emission regulations. Among the various methods to reduce
soot emissions in diesel engines, many studies have shown that oxygenated
fuel additives can effectively reduce soot emissions.
The present research focuses on investigating the soot formation characteristics
of oxygenated fuels using the CFD analysis. To address the effects of
oxygenated fuels on combustion and emissions, three different oxygenated
fuels, including tri-propylene glycol methyl ether (TPGME), methyl decanoate
(MD), and dimethyl ether (DME), were considered and compared with nhexadecane which is a neat n-alkane without oxygen.

Methodology

Four different fuels were used to help understand which fuel properties affect
soot formation. Three oxygenated fuels, TPGME, DME, and MD, which have
different fuel oxygen contents and molecular structures were considered. A
fourth fuel was a neat n-alkane without oxygen: n-hexadecane; this fuel served
as the baseline reference fuel.
The reduced fuel mechanisms were implemented in the KIVA-ERC code to
predict the combustion and emission characteristics. The SpeedCHEM code
was coupled to the KIVA code to reduce the computational time of the multicomponent reaction mechanisms. For the spray calculations, the KH-RT model
was used, and the vaporization of the spray was modeled by using a discrete
multi-component (DMC) model. All spray combustion simulations were carried
out under the ECN ‘Spray A’ ambient conditions.

Results &
Conclusions

The effects of the molecular structure of TPGME, DME, MD, and n-hexadecane
were investigated for spray injections under engine relevant conditions.
The formation of soot precursors was seen to decrease with increased oxygen
content in the fuel and with decreased number of C–C bonds in the fuel
molecule. The results show that fuel molecular structure strongly affects soot
formation than fuel-air mixing.

Images
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Caption Figure 1:

Comparison of soot foramtion
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Introduction &
Background

Oxidative stress mediated by production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) is
a hypothesized mechanism for particulate matter-related health effects. Fe(II)
is a key player in ROS formation in aqueous solutions, including surrogate
lung fluid (SLF) solutions containing lung antioxidants, chelators and the ionic
strength of lung-lining fluid. Humic-like substances (HULIS) from biomass
burning aerosols interacts with transition metals, but its effect on ROS
formation is not well known, and no studies have investigated its activity in
the presence of lung antioxidants.

Methodology

We use Suwanee River Fulvic Acid (SRFA) as a surrogate for HULIS and
investigate its effect on OH formation from Fe(II) in SLF. In the absence of
SRFA, ascorbate and citrate enhance OH production from Fe(II). SRFA
introduces competing ligands that strongly chelate Fe. A series of
experiments were performed to probe the effect of SRFA on Fe-mediated
ROS formation. For the first time, a chemical kinetics model was developed
to explain the behavior of the Fe(II), SLF and SRFA system. The model
combined with experimental results are used to find best-fit rate coefficients
for key reactions: Fe-mediated reduction of O2 to O2-, and the Fenton
reaction, (destruction of H2O2 to produce OH).

Results &
Conclusions

The results indicate SRFA enhances Fe-mediated reduction of O2 to O2-,
enhancing the rate coefficient from 8.8 x 10-3 M-1s-1 for Fe alone to (5.1 ±
1.5) M-1s-1 for pH = 7.4, I = 0.17 and T = 20 oC. SRFA also enhances the
destruction of H2O2 to OH ((4.3 ± 1.4) x 103 M-1s-1). We also found best-fit
rate coefficients for Cit-Fe(II) mediated O2 to O2- (3.0 ± 0.7 M-1s-1) and
H2O2 to OH ((4.2 ± 1.7) x 103 M-1s-1) formation. The resulting kinetics
model agrees well with both the experimental results and thermodynamic
calculations of chemical speciation for 0 and 5 µg/mL SRFA. Both the kinetics
and thermodynamic models are less successful at predicting further
enhancements to OH formation at higher SRFA. Addition of Fe to ambient
biomass burning aerosol (BBA) is also shown to enhance OH formation
relative to the sum of BBA and Fe separately.
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Caption Figure 1:

Figure 1. OH produced at 2 hours as a function of [Fe(II)]i. Each filled data
point represents the average of three measurements and error bars denote
range of data. Solid lines denote fit to experimental data. Dashed lines
denote model results.
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Introduction &
Background

An aerosol is a mixture containing liquid droplets and potentially solid
particles suspended within a gas. The production of solid carbon particles in
aerosols such as smoke appears to be largely due to the combustion
process, and is unlikely to occur when the organic substrate is heated without
any combustion (K.C. Oha et al.). Using this observation, comparing the
presence, absence or levels of solid particles in aerosols from different
sources may be useful to indicate the level to which combustion may have
contributed to the formation of the aerosol. To this end, the potential release
of particles in the mainstream aerosol generated by the heat-not-burn product
THS2.2 and some e-cigarette products was assessed in comparison with the
smoke produced from the 3R4F reference cigarette. For this purpose, a
methodology using a Dekati commercial Thermo-denuder operating at 300°C
associated with chemical characterization was developed.

Methodology

Prior to investigating the possible presence of solid particles in the
mainstream of tobacco products, the thermo-denuder removal efficiency was
quantified using model glycerine and propylene glycol-based droplets. From
findings, the effective removal efficiently of droplets was determined to be
larger than 96%. In separate experiments, a thermo-resistant aerosol
constituted by NaCl dry crystals was used to determine the thermo-denuder
average aerosol penetration for sizes ranging from 20 to 300 nm. The
penetration yield was measured to be 0.80 +/- 0.08. As a result, the detection
of solid particles or high boiling point droplets is possible only when their
fraction exceed 3.86% in number otherwise they would be indistinguishable
from remaining liquid droplets. Furthermore, when the penetration yield is
above 11.58%, the quantification of solid particles or high boiling point
droplets is achieved. For chemical characterization of any detected particles,
the thermo-denuder was coupled in a separate experiment with a two stages
impactor trap (T. Jalanti and P. Henchoz) used to perform Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM) and Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) analyses of the
collection substrates.

Results &
Conclusions

From experiments conducted using the 3R4F reference cigarette, the
methodology allowed to determine that more than 60% in number of the total
particulate matter was neither evaporated nor removed in the thermodenuder. This was likely attributed to the presence of solid particles or low
volatile liquid droplets. For the experiments with THS2.2, the removal of the
particulate matter from the mainstream was at the same level than the limit of
quantification determined based on the glycerine/propylene glycol droplet
removal efficiency. To confirm the absence/presence of solid particles in the
mainstream of 3R4F reference cigarettes and THS2.2, similar experiments
were conducted and potential solid particles were trapped in the impactor.
The collection substrates used to trap particles present in the mainstream of
3R4F reference combustible cigarette and THS2.2 were analysed separately
using SEM and EDX analyses. Figure 1 presents blank experiments (left
hand side pictures) against 3R4F (A) and THS2.2 (B). From the pictures
related to 3R4F experiments (A), solid particles were identified and
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composed mainly of carbon based material, oxygen and traces of
potassium/chlorine whereas a related Count Median Diameter (CMD) of 75
nm was determined. When considering the picture for THS2.2 (B) in
comparison to the blank (experiments prior aerosol generation started), no
particle were identified using SEM imaging. This result is consistent with the
fact that no combustion process takes place in THS2.2 and that the aerosol
differs from cigarette smoke.
More recently, similar experiments were performed using commercial ecigarettes in an Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) dedicated room. Mainstream
aerosols of test items were generated using simultaneously two
programmable dual syringe pumps (PDSP). One part of the aerosol was
transported to a bypass line to a dedicated CPC while the second part
passed through the thermo-denuder operated at 300°C prior to being
measured in a second dedicated CPC. The number concentration measured
in the bypass line represents the room concentration. This includes potential
solid particles, high boiling point droplets and liquid droplets. Conversely, the
number concentration measured after the aerosol passage in the thermodenuder represents any remaining solid particles or/and high boiling point
droplets. From the data, to verify whether solid particles or high boiling point
droplets were present, the aerosol penetration was calculated; that is the
ratio of the number concentration measured after the aerosol passage
through the thermo-denuder (CPCTD) to one from the bypass line
(CPCroom) and compared to the LLOQ. The resulting value can range from
0.8 to 0 as inevitable wall losses would lead to a penetration of 0.80 for pure
solid test particles. The findings demonstrated that the measured penetration
was below the LOD for two commercial e-cigarette brands while furthermore
SEM pictures from laboratory testings did not reveal the presence of
combustion solid particles. Consequently, this is a strong evidence that ecigarettes aerosols are constituted by liquid droplets as this the case for
THS2.2.
Caption Figure 1:

Figure 1: Pictures of trapped particles from mainstream smoke after its
passage in the Thermo-denuder operating at 300°C. A) 3R4F B) THS2.2. Left
side: blank
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Introduction &
Background

Residential burning of wood, lignite, straw and waste is and will be the
dominating emission source of particles (fine and ultrafine) and black carbon
in many European countries and in the EU as a whole unless further actions
are taken to reduce the pollution. Ban against residential burning is, of
course, the ultimate solution and is used in a few European cities. However,
another possibility, not often discussed, is taxation of pollution from
residential burning motivating consumers to buy less polluting stoves/boilers,
install filters and/or change to cleaner heat sources and better insulation. This
paper describes a cost-efficient way to tax pollution from residential burning.

Methodology

Damage costs per kg emitted fine particulate matter (including condensates)
from wood burning in Denmark have been calculated for different
geographical regions based upon air quality models, demographic data,
dose-response relationships and valuation of increased mortality and
morbidity. In an ideal “polluter pays” world consumers should pay the
damage costs caused by their pollution. This can be done by introducing tax
on wood burning reflecting the damage costs from the emitted particulate
matter. However, then the total annual particle emission for each heat unit
(stove/boiler) needs to be measured as a basis of taxation. Since particle
emissions from heat units (kg particles per GJ wood burned) is known (can
be estimated) from the type approval (assuming quite correct operation); the
challenge is to measure how many GJ of wood is burned annually in each
unit. The power (kW or MW) and efficiency of each heat unit is known (can
be estimated) from the type approval. Then GJ wood burned can be
estimated from the time in seconds (s) the unit has been used since W = J/s
(Watt is Joule per second). The time each heat unit has been used annually
can be measured by a simple temperature sensor placed and sealed in the
chimney (close to the heat unit) and connected to a temperature logger
measuring how many hours the temperature in the chimney is above 60 °C
which only occurs when the heat unit is in use. This methodology was used
to calculate taxes on fine particulate matter from three categories of wood
stoves in different geographical regions in Denmark.

Results &
Conclusions

The calculated taxes (euro per hour of use) due to health damage caused by
fine particle emission from old, newer and new eco-labelled (Nordic Swan)
wood stoves are shown in Table 1 for larger cities and in desolated areas in
Denmark. The taxes do not reflect health costs outside Denmark caused by
the fine particle emission from Danish stoves.
Table 1: Taxes reflecting health damage from fine particles emitted by wood
stoves in Denmark
(Uploaded as figure 1)
On top of the taxes suggested in table 1 can be added mandatory energy
taxes and damage costs due to other types of pollution from wood burning
and health costs caused in other countries.
Equivalent taxes can be calculated for wood boilers, straw-fired boiler, cold
fired heat units etc. based on their emission.
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The technology producer CB Svendsen has calculated that the technical
system for logging the hours of operation will have the same costs as a
standard electricity meter.
The national Danish Council of Economist and the Danish Centre for
Environment and Energy have together calculated that the suggested
taxation is the most cost-efficient way to regulate pollution from wood
burning. They estimate that taxation will reduce pollution from wood burning
and the related health effects with 85 % and provide a massive socioeconomic benefit. The Danish Ministry of Taxation has confirmed the socioeconomic benefit in a separate study.
Caption Figure 1:

Table 1: Taxes reflecting health damage from fine particles emitted by wood
stoves in Denmark
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Introduction &
Background

As a part of a comprehensive program aiming towards the implementation
of DPF on public transport buses in Santiago, conducting by a partnership
between Ministry of Transport of Chile and Swiss Agency for Cooperation
and Developing (COSUDE), one randomly measurement campaign with
solid particle number metric, was done over a fleet of 3,200 buses with
DPF, aged between 150,000 to 750,000 km. These measurements were
useful to do an on road evaluation of real conditions of aged filters and to
evaluate portable instruments and this new metric for a future Inspection
and Maintenance program aiming to retrofitted buses and future Euro VI.

Methodology

A randomly sample of 400 buses were measured in Solid Particle Number
linked up to road side opacity control routine, applied by National
Enforcement Program in Santiago of Chile. Opacity and Particle Number
were simultaneously measured at end of pipe. Additionally, 22 buses were
tested in-depot, upstream and downstream of DPF, to evaluate DPF
efficiency. A NPET-TSI instrument, METAS certified, portable and highly
sensitive PN counting instrument was used. Three different engine
conditions were tested: free acceleration, high idle and low idle engine
speed.

Results & Conclusions Considering free acceleration mode, 30% of the opacity results were close
to 0 [m-1] (below opacimeter sensibility limit of 0.025 [m-1]), but
simultaneously between 102 to 109 [#/cm3], measured with PN instrument.
Conventional opacimeter attending European Directive 70/302, used to
enforcement in Santiago, is not sensitive enough to detect emissions
coming from modern engines, neither failed DPF.
In order to try a PN limit to detect high PN emitters as indicator of DPF
quality, data were binned into log-spaced concentrations ranges looking for
a bimodal structure (good and bad). This separation was clearest for low
idle testing mode. Additionally, low idle was easier to implement in road side
control because no driver or RPM electronic control interferences and it is
sensitive enough to distinguish high emitters. Agreed to bimodal structure
the proposed limit was 2.2x105 [#/cm3].
Comparing proposed end of pipe threshold with DPF efficiency tested on 22
buses, all buses with efficiency over than 95% approve limit (with average
efficiency of 99.5%). All but one bus with efficiency below 90% failed limit
(with average efficiency of 50%).
Conforms to proposed threshold and randomly sampling, 17,5% of DPF
could have a failure, mainly concentrated on early stage of implementation
(without monitoring pressure or good maintenance practices). More recently
implemented DPF show 9% of probably failures, with 300,000 km average.
As a result, Ministry of Environment of Chile is planning to implement PN
measurement for Inspection and maintenance program for new Euro VI
buses.
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Caption Figure 1:

Bimodal structure in log-spaced binned concentrations ranges.
Caption Figure 2:

Comparison between threshold emissions and DPF efficiency using Solid
Particle Number metric.
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Introduction &
Background

Particulate emissions from gas-fueled engines are typically low if compared
to gasoline engines or diesel engines without a DPF. Some previous
studies indicate, however, that gas-fueled engines can emit nanoparticles,
frequently called as nucleation mode particles. In diesel and gasoline
engine exhaust the initial exhaust nanoparticle formation takes place
already in high temperature conditions or, alternatively, when the exhaust is
cooled and diluted in the atmosphere. The amount as well as physical and
chemical characteristics of these nanoparticles significantly depend on their
formation processes and, on the other hand, on the technologies used in
vehicles and engines. This study, conducted in CENGE and NewGas
projects, investigates the characteristics and formation of nanoparticles in
the exhaust of natural gas fueled engine.

Methodology

The test engine utilized was a passenger car engine modified to run with
natural gas. Exhaust studies were conducted for the engine out emissions
and for the test engine equipped with catalyst systems during two separate
campaigns. Exhaust was sampled for nanoparticle measurements by partial
flow sampling system where the exhaust undergoes cooling dilution.
Particle number and size distributions were measured utilizing an Electrical
Low Impactor (ELPI), a Particle Size Magnifier (PSM) combined with a
Condensation Particle Counter (CPC), a High Temperature ELPI+ (HTELPI+), an Engine Exhaust Particle Sizer (EEPS) and a Scanning Mobility
Particle Sizer (nano-SMPS). The chemical composition of particles was
studied by using a Soot Particle Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (SP-AMS).
The volatility of particles was studied by a thermodenuder, and in part of the
experiments also the electrical charging state of the exhaust particles was
studied. After the engine exhaust experiments, the particle formation in the
exhaust sampling and dilution system was further studied with aerosol
laboratory facilities.

Results & Conclusions The particle number size distribution of natural gas engine exhaust was
dominated by nanoparticles so that the mean particle size was typically
approximately 10 nm or even smaller (Fuel, DOI:
10.1016/j.fuel.2015.09.003; Emiss. Control Sci. Technol., DOI
10.1007/s40825-016-0057-8). Exhaust nanoparticle concentration, size and
volatility depended on the driving mode and on the catalyst temperature; e.g
when the test engine was equipped with catalyst, the particle concentration
and size increased when the catalyst temperature was increased.
According to preliminary results from aerosol laboratory studies, this
phenomenon can be qualitatively repeated by feeding the mixture of SO2
and air to heated oxidation catalyst and, further, by diluting and cooling the
resulted gas mixture with the same sampling system as used in the engine
exhaust studies. This result and particle composition measurements
indicate that sulfur compounds have a role in natural gas engine exhaust
nanoparticle formation. In the aerosol laboratory experiment, the presence
of soot particles in the test gas was not observed to decrease the formation
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potential of nanoparticles.
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Introduction &
Background

Increasing tight PN emissions regulations consider Gasoline Direct Injection
(GDI) engines in addition to Diesel. Gasoline Particle Filters are potential
solutions to comply with the tight legislation requirement on PN. Even if some
learnings from the development and application of particulate filters to diesel
engines can be transferred to gasoline engines, the particulate consistence,
the mass to number ratio and the temperature as well as the gas composition
of gasoline engines are significant different to Diesel engines. Therefore,
there is need to study the application of gasoline particulate filters (GPF) in
depth.

Methodology

The current work summarizes the performance of an NGK GPF (C-680
5/360) placed in 2 different locations (Close Couple (CC) and under-floor
(UF) in two identical vehicles (Zafira) with a 1,6 liter GDI engine
displacement. Both vehicles are running on road over a pre-defined cycle that
reflects the average customer behavior. PN emissions measurements over
WLTP are performed every 20.000 km together with GPF CT scan to monitor
GPF performance. GPF PN filtration performance over lifetime are reported
as well as soot and ash accumulation vs. mileage and corresponding
backpressure increase versus time.

Results &
Conclusions

Results show a relatively low ash accumulation over the lifetime of the two
vehicles, having same engine and PN engine out emissions and 2 GPF
placed in different location (CC vs. UF). Results of PN filtration efficiency
performance for the GPF and ash accumulation vs. mileage over life time
show an overall ash accumulation on GPF circa 17g total at 200.000 km and
circa 16 g total over 160.000 km for the CC GPF case. Post Mortem Analysis
of the UF GPF at 200.000 km is reported for the full analysis of ash
composition and ash location on the GPF.
The investigation shows that ash related effects in this application are mainly
influenced by the oil consumption pattern of the engine. Vehicle data analysis
well match a more fundamental study of GPF ash accumulation over welldefined cycles still ongoing. Further work and data analysis is in progress.
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Caption Figure 1:

Durability Vehicles and GPF lay-out
Caption Figure 2:

GPF Post Mortem Analysis: Ash composition and distribution at 200k km
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Introduction &
Background

The DPF is a highly efficient technology to reduce the particle emission of all
Diesel vehicles and ships.
When a cleaning or changing of the filter is nessesary, manipulation is in the
longtime a cheaper alternative, with this manipulations the DPFs goes out of
function.
Therefore it is interesting to know which use the manipulation.

Methodology

Testing the exhaust emissions of cars, busses, lorrys and ships in the streets
and waterways of Berlin with an mobile PN-counter.
Check the emission-datas with the vehicles-specifications and find the
manipulated systems.

Results &
Conclusions

Presentation of the differences and the potential of this manipulations for the
Berlin air quality
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Introduction &
Background

There is concern about combustion-generated carbonaceous PM10, PM2.5
and PM0.1/ultrafine particles (UFPs) in the atmosphere [European
Commision 'Industrial Emissions of Nanomaterials and Ultrafine Particles'
(2011)] and their effect on human health and the environment.

Methodology

We have tracked and sampled the atmosphere from San Diego, San
Francisco, New York, Boston, London, Zurich and Ebensee in Austria and
from diesel and petrol engined vehicles. We have measured the
concentration and nature of carbonaceous combustion-generated
nanoparticles (PM0.1) using transmission electron microscopy (TEM),
Raman and dynamic light scattering (DLS) and for passenger nitrate by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and hydrocarbons by temperatureporgrammed desorption (TPD)-GCMS-RGA. We have measured their
surface energy and tendency to aggregate from UFPs, PM0.1s to PM2.5 to
PM10.
We have directly followed their uptake by flora, spores and algae relevant to
green cities with in-situ measurements.
We have then measured and shown their bioactivity/toxicity, suggesting how
they interact with humans and affect human health.

Results &
Conclusions

Results show
(i) the abundant distribution of carbonaceous combustion-generated
nanoparticles (PM0.1) worldwide
(ii) how their sp2:sp3 structure varies with time and conditions
(iii) how their passenger nitrate and hydrocarbon levels vary
(iv) why and how they aggregate from PM0.1 to PM2.5 to fractal PM10
(v) how they are taken up by flora, spores and algae
(vi) how green cities might be more effective at controlling atmospheric
pollution
(vi) why their are so bioactive and
(vii) how we might move forward with improved abatement technology.

Caption Figure 1:

Figure 1. TEM of PM0.1 at moderate magnification
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Caption Figure 2:

Figure 2. TEM of PM0.1 at higher magnification
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Introduction &
Background

Electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) are gaining acceptance with consumers
as an alternative to conventional cigarettes. Both regulators and public health
organizations are beginning to examine whether particles exhaled following
the use of such products have potential implications for bystanders in
workplaces and enclosed public spaces. E-cigarettes do not contain tobacco,
do not require combustion and do not generate side-stream smoke. There is
currently limited data available on the properties of exhaled e-cigarette
particles and how they differ from those released during the smoking of a
conventional cigarette. To that end, we aimed to investigate the spatial and
temporal variations of exhaled particles following the use of an e-cigarette
and the smoking of a conventional cigarette in a chamber under controlled
environmental conditions.

Methodology

An exposure chamber was used with a bystander simulated using a
“dummy”. The surface of the “dummy” was heated up to 31-34°C, similar to
the temperature of the surface of the human body. A volunteer vaped an ecigarette or smoked a conventional cigarette according to a set puffing
regime (1 puff every 30 seconds during 5 minutes), at three different
distances from the bystander (0.5, 1, and 2 m), and under three different
ventilation rates (0, 1, and 2 air change per hour [ACH]). Three volunteers
participated in the study. The concentrations, size distributions, and decay
rates of airborne particles were measured using a fast mobility particle sizer
(FMPS), an electrical low pressure impactor (ELPI), and a scanning mobility
particle sizer (SMPS) at the bystander’s position.

Results &
Conclusions

During the use of the e-cigarette, a very fast change in the particle
concentration was observed both in time and space. In the worst case
scenario (shortest distance between the vaper and the bystander, minimal
room ventilation), the increase of the particle concentration was observed 5
seconds after each puff, reaching a concentration of 10^6 #/cm3. The particle
concentration rapidly returned to background levels (~1000 #/cm3) after 5
seconds, irrespective of the number of puffs taken, while the peak particle
size shrank from 100-150 nm to 20-30 nm. This is in stark contrast to the
conventional cigarette. Indeed, the particle concentration at the bystander’s
position increased also up to 10^6 #/cm3, but did not return to background
levels after the puffs. Instead, there was accumulation of particles after
successive puffs, reaching 50000 #/cm3 after the last puff of the experimental
session (~50 times higher than with the e-cigarette). Regarding size, particles
released during one puff on the conventional cigarette were in the range 200300 nm, and shrank to 80-100 nm within a few seconds. Interestingly, this
particle size was unchanged until their removal after 30-45 minutes.
The rapid removal and the decrease of the size of e-cigarette particles
suggest that exhaled e-cigarette particles are mainly liquid droplets which
evaporate very rapidly. This is in contrast to the tobacco combustion
particles, which remain suspended with a stable size in the ambient air for
some time. This study shows clear and substantial differences between
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exhaled e-cigarette liquid droplets and conventional cigarette smoke
particles.
Caption Figure 1:

Average size distribution of exhaled particles during the use of e-cigarette
and conventional cigarette 5, 10, and 120 seconds after the puff.
Caption Figure 2:

Average particle number concentration in the exposure chamber 2-3 minutes
after the end of the experiments.
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Introduction &
Background

One of the most crucial steps in combustion studies is particle classification
and characterization. Electrical Mobility Spectrometers (EMSs) are instruments
by which particles are classified according to their electrical mobility. Size
distribution of particles can be interpreted by inversion of mobility spectra to
size spectra. Accuracy of this inversion is subjected to blurring effect of
Brownian motions of ions and ultrafine particles as well as multiple-charging
phenomena and uncertainties in the instrument. In the present study, a
procedure for inversion of mobility distribution to size distribution is proposed
based on Bayesian interpretation. This method employs Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) to simulate particle charging phenomena in an aerosol
charger and particle classification in the EMS. Mobility distribution of injected
particles is given through particle tracking and estimation of charge (as signal)
transfer to the signal detectors. A database containing size distributions of
injected particles and corresponding mobility distributions reported by the
classifier is constructed from tracking 1000 poly-disperse particles. In this
construction, in each step, particles are injected with a randomly chosen size
distribution (normal distribution) and this procedure continued for many
iterations, to form a full database from a wide range of size distributions.
Through Bayesian analysis, we predicted size distributions from transferred
signals (by the injected clouds of particles) and compared our predictions to the
exact size distributions. Subsequently, we discussed the sensitivity and
accuracy of the predictions with respect to the number of detectors. It was
found that the predictions of a classifier with less than three detectors, could be
strongly sensitive to the noisy data and therefore cannot be reliable (for
particles with unimodal normal distributions).

Methodology

CFD method is adopted to simulate particle charging phenomena in a charger
and particle classification in an EMS. For the simulation of the charger, a single
species model of corona discharge, decoupled to the flow field is used to
estimate space charge density and electric field intensity. The birth-and-death
charging theory is used to simulate charging phenomena.
Some other assumptions: spherical particles; steady state flow field; the total
signal transferred by a detector is equal to the sum of the charges on particles
deposited on that detector; poly-disperse particles have normal size
distributions; Uncertainties as noise is introduced in terms of normally
distributed random variables (Gaussian white noise);

Results &
Conclusions

For a noisy data, Bayesian analysis is a robust method for inversion of mobility
to size spectra. Size distribution estimation from posterior densities is an
appropriate alternative to other conventional methods like ordinary linear
regressions and calculation of classical confidence intervals. According to the
assumptions and simplifications, minimum number of detectors was found to be
three for a reliable interpretation of unimodal size distribution.
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Introduction &
Background

An abundance of fields in science and engineering is concerned with the study
of particulate dynamics and morphology. From the study of particle-laden flows
in turbulence and combustion, and study of bubbles and sprays, to the study of
polymerization or even microbial population and dynamics. Smoluchowski
equation is a population balance equation, describing spatio-temporal evolution
of particulates’ concentrations, applicable to aforementioned areas. In the
present work, we studied the deposition and sedimentation of particles onto a
surface by means of theoretical, numerical methods and discussed the results.
We found that the number density and size evolution of deposited
particles/clusters can be described and modeled mathematically by a system of
differential equations. This system would be approached as a form of
Smoluchowski coagulation equation, called quasi-Smoluchowski equation
(QSE) hereafter. Further attempts made to obtain deposition kernels through
numerical analysis in order to derive QSE and therefore to model the particle
deposition process onto a surface. The kernels known as operators, formulate
particle-particle and particle-surface interactions in the probability language,
obtained by numerical or analytical studies.

Methodology

As particles deposit on a surface, they either form aggregates to the existing
particles or land on free spaces on the surface. Moreover, as aggregates grow
on the surface, cluster-cluster interactions may take place and result in
decrement of the total number of clusters and increment of the size. The
governing equations (QSE) describe evolution of aggregate concentrations and
size in time. Size of the clusters can be obtained based on the number of
constituent mono-disperse particles or equivalent diameters of the clusters
such as aerodynamic diameter or gyradius.
The kernels are extracted based on some rules attained from numerical and/or
experimental observations. For example, a simple rule based on pure geometry
would dictate that, the probability of forming aggregates to an existing cluster
(deposited on the surface) is proportional to the size of the cluster, since larger
clusters have larger surface area and therefore higher chance for particle
collisions. As the cluster grows, transformation to a larger cluster accelerates
through higher chance of particle attraction. Therefore, there would be a few
fast-growing large clusters whereas so many small clusters with slow rate of
growth.

Results &
Conclusions

We theorized and derived governing equations (QSE) of deposition
phenomenon describing the growth and concentration of deposited clusters
versus time, which can also be used to model deposition behavior of droplets.
According to the results, at any instance, number density versus size can be
well approximated by a Power-law distribution.
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Introduction &
Background

The U.S. NASA Langley Aerosol Research Group (LARGE) has been
providing BC based measurements and engine emission factors for over 15
years in a variety of airborne and ground based field campaigns, and
laboratory studies. These data are made available to the general public and
must be of the highest quality to enable assessments and prediction of
environmental impacts related to changing technology and emission
patterns. Studies are needed to more firmly establish the accuracy and
precision of these measurements and to resolve observed differences
between techniques in similar test venues. Work is also needed to develop
calibration and correction schemes for new sensors and to link there
measurements to heritage instruments on which our understanding of BC
emissions and characteristics is built. A laboratory-based intercomparison
of instruments measuring black carbon has been performed.

Methodology

Black carbon particles were produced from a mini-CAST (Jing) diffusion
flame soot generator and passed to instruments measuring optical
absorption, extinction, scattering, and black carbon mass. Generated
particles were analyzed with and without treatment from a 350 C thermal
denuder. Measurements of optical absorption were performed using a
PSAP (Radiance Research), PASS-3 (DMT), TAP (BMI), MSS-plus (AVL),
and a MAAP (Thermo-Scientific). Measurements of aerosol extinction and
scattering were performed using a CAPS (Aerodyne Research) and an
integrating nephelometer (Air Photon). Black carbon mass was also
measured using laser incandescence from an SP2 (DMT) and an LII-300
(Artium Technologies). Mass measurements were inferred using an OC/EC
(Sunset Labs) and gravimetric analysis from quartz filters collected
concurrently during sampling.

Results & Conclusions Black carbon quantification measurements are analyzed between
instruments to assess agreement between platforms using manufacturer’s
calibration settings as well as after calibrations performed to a single
standard soot source (mini-CAST). Impacts of organic carbon content of
mini-CAST emissions on instrument agreement are investigated as well.
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Introduction &
Background

Presently in most of the middle-income countries meals are cooked with
traditional stoves or open fires using biomass fuel as a source of energy as
well as for heating purposes. It is estimated that as many as 70% of
households in developing countries use fuels such as wood, dung and crop
residues for cooking [International Energy Agency, 2002; WHO, 2006]. Many
researchers have reported with exhaustive data that solid biomass fuels emit
substantial amounts of climate and health-damaging pollutants. Apparently
the so far ‘free’ availability of biomass fuels from nature and at a very varied
low cost are the obvious reasons behind their being used as a primary fuel
source for household purposes. The objective of the study was to determine
the pattern and determinants of household sources of energy for cooking and
heating in rural north India.

Methodology

The present study is based on a structured questionnaire survey used for
evaluating the cookstove and fuel usage pattern and identifies the knowledge
gaps in previously conducted household level surveys. The primary data is
collected from more than 500 households in many categories ranging from
cooking energy, cookstove preferences, educational background and financial
status and also the health related issues. These survey based data are then
analysed comprehensively which would be primarily used in the refinement of
activity data to be used for further emission estimate of aerosol and gaseous
pollutants in the future. Also, the results can be helpful to draw various corelations and dependant factors to understand the various challenges in the
residential energy sector like shift from traditional to improved cookstoves or
substituting the fuel to cleaner ones like LPG.

Results &
Conclusions

The results of this paper concludes that with the ever increasing pollution and
added biomass exposure to rural people, there are negative health effects
and burden on the economy of the country by extra health costs. The lessons
learned during refinement of the results from this study would further add up
into governmental policies and monitoring programmes, studies on
understanding the environmental risk assessment of indoor air pollution from
biomass burning in rural areas. This report also intends to set the background
for key data gaps that need to be addressed in order to facilitate a better
understanding of household fuel choices which can better improve the
situation of energy access and enhance further development to ensure a
better solution.
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Introduction &
Background

Methodology

Results & Conclusions

Author CV:

Affordable particle monitoring instruments based on low-cost sensors
may offer a means to supplement and extend existing particle
measurement infrastructure and increase measurements density &
coverage (Holstius 2014). Recently, low-cost optical particle sensor,
model Shinyei PPD42NS has been employed for several different air
pollution monitoring devices, such as air quality monitoring device
described by Chris Nafis (Nafis, 2012), prototype of fine particulate
matter monitor with acronym PANDA (Holstius, 2014), Portable
University of Washington Particle (PUWP) monitor (Seto, 2014) or
DustDuino (Schroyer, 2013). Shinyei PPD42NS sensor has been also
successfully employed e.g. for testing of spatiotemporal variations of
PM2.5 in Xi'an, China (Gao 2015).
Aerosol is drawn by means of a convection flow that is induced by heat
of a small 0.25 W resistor through the sensing volume of PPD42NS
detector. This makes the airflow sensitive to orientation with respect to
gravity (Holstius, 2014). The main drawback is that the air flow rate is
not known. Moreover, due to design of the sensor, gas flow in sensing
volume can be influenced by external air flow conditions such as wind in
outdoor environment.
This contribution presents the design of 3D printed solution for
PPD42NS sensor which includes 3D printed enclosure box for sensor
with connection to standardised gas inlet together with venting exhaust
fan system for forced air flow through PPD42NS sensor. STL files for
3D print of whole solution can be downloaded for free at
http://www.nanometrologie.cz/en/. Connection of the enclosure box to
venting fan enables forced gas flow that is higher than convection flow
induced by resistor and the response of the detector can be therefore
faster. The gas flow can be easily estimated using off the shelf flow
meter and gas outlet can be connected to outlet particle filter using 3D
printed filter holder. Performance of sensor combined with 3D printed
parts is tested under various conditions for several days of operation.
PPD42NS sensor is operated using Arduino microcontroller with
modified freely available code (Nafis, 2012, Schroyer, 2013).
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Introduction &
Background

During the past decades we have witnessed major advances in the fields of
microscopy and nanoscopy. Efforts in this area have deep implications for
the scientific field of nanoparticle research as investigating the chemical and
physical properties of nanosized and nanostrucutred materials at high and
ultra-high spatial resolutions is key for gaining an in-depth understanding of
their impact over the environment and for developing novel sensing
technologies. Furthermore, imaging technologies capable of resolutions
lying in the nanoscale realm represent tools of utmost importance for
understanding the interaction of such materials with biological specimens,
which is important for comprehending potential health hazards and
developing associated diagnostic and therapeutic approaches. Progress in
these fields requires the combination of different imaging modalities,
because the specifics of an investigation technique can be suitable to image
certain structural, physical or chemical aspects, yet may exclude others.
Therefore, most experiments focused at imaging nanosized and
nanostructured materials usually require multiple imaging modalities, each
of these capable of shedding light over complementary aspects. An existing
problem in this regard consists in the fact that that identifying sample
regions of interest after switching between imaging systems based on
distinct contrast mechanisms, and working at different resolution scales is
time demanding (and sometimes impossible). Correlative imaging using
multi-modal systems alleviate part of these difficulties by eliminating the
need of sample repositioning and registration and providing significant
advantages in regard to investigating samples with time-dependent
properties.

Methodology

Recently, a multimodal imaging system capable to collect optical data on
overlapping field-of-views by several far-field and near-field techniques was
developed at the Center for Microscopy-Microanalysis and Information
Processing at University Politehnica of Bucharest (CMMIP-UPB). The
contrast mechanisms of the incorporated imaging techniques provide
complementary information, which plays an important role in facilitating
nanoscale data understanding and interpretation. The combination of
Apertureless Scanning Near-Field Optical Microscopy (ASNOM) and Laser
Scanning Microscopy (LSM), two of the incorporated imaging modalities,
proves to be very valuable with respect to investigating
nanosized/nanostructured samples and their interaction with
microorganisms, cells and tissues. In particular, scattering-type ASNOM (sSNOM) can be used to probe the optical properties of non-labeled
specimens and also to extract quantitative information over their dielectric
properties at nanoscale resolutions [1]. On the other hand, LSM techniques
can be used to non-invasively investigate biological specimens at resolution
and detail levels suitable to assess their structure and functionality, and
hence help place ASNOM data into a broader biomedical context.

Results & Conclusions In this contribution we discuss a series of recent experiments in which the
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combination of the ASNOM and LSM techniques available in the multimodal system developed at CMMIP-UPB was employed for the correlative
characterization of nanosized/nanostructured materials, biological
specimens and their interaction. Special emphasis is placed on highlighting
the capabilities of s-SNOM to extract information over the real-part and
imaginary-part of the dielectric function, and of connected optical constants
such as the refractive index, at spatial resolutions beyond the diffraction
barrier. In biomedicine these properties can be exploited for providing an
estimate of the concentration of cell constituents, and indicate cell
intoxication with certain exogenous agents. Characterization of
carbonaceous materials formed in combustion, such as nanoparticles and
primary soot, can also benefit of these possibilities offered by s-SNOM. A
precise understanding of how their dielectric and optical properties correlate
with size can lead to developing sensing technologies [2] with capabilities
beyond the current state-of-the-art. The presented experiments highlight as
well the complementarity between ASNOM and LSM techniques. In
particular, we discuss how LSM variants such as Confocal Scanning Laser
Microscopy or Multiphoton Excitation Microscopy can be used to place
ASNOM data into a well understood biological context, probed on the basis
of intrinsic and extrinsic contrast. Our results indicate that multimodal
imaging with optical techniques operating in the far-field and near-field
regimes holds significant potential for enabling new perspectives in many
fields of science such as materials science, biology or medicine
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Introduction &
Background

With regard to decrease particulate matter (PM) formation in small heat
sources are used various kinds of methods and devices which are expensive.
Therefore, one of the ways how to decrease concentration of PM is to make
modification straightaway in the source. This can be done by change of
geometrical parameters of combustion chamber or flue gas path.
This work deals with the changes of flue gas path in laboratory scale. A
special tunnel labyrinth was produce in order to investigate the behaviour of
PM emitted into the ambient air from combustion process in the small heat
sources. This device is made of few parts that together create tunnel.
Construction of this tunnel also make second combustion zone and work as
built-in mechanical separator too.

Methodology

The simplified model of small heat sources, based on real condition was
created for simulation. With the intention to simplify the model of the flow as
much as possible and also to reduce solving time was needed to take into
account following assumptions: the combustion is not considered in the
simulation and model includes just fluid (air) flow. The further assumptions are
that processes are time independent and the fluid is incompressible. Very
important is to consider gravity force, which has a major impact on the PM
separation in this case.

Results &
Conclusions

The flow of particles is result of simplified simulation. This flow is much
idealized, also without particle turbulence and interaction among them.
Particles were flowing in the tunnel labyrinth, in place, where is biggest change
of flow direction. There is separation zone of tunnel labyrinth where is lover
velocity. The most of bigger particles were separated at the bottom of tunnel in
the original design of tunnel labyrinth. The smaller particles were not
influenced by tunnel construction and flown away into the chimney (Figure 1).
Various construction of labyrinth were created in order to simulate the flow of
PM and to analyse the best option. In this case was important to evaluate the
amount of trapped particles. According to the results was chosen the best
modified construction (Figure 2). This construction is theoretically able to trap
more particles compare to original design.
The results indicate that modification of geometrical parameters has an
influence on PM concentration in flue gas and on its separation. This can lead
to reduction of emitted particulate matters. In the future more tests and
experiments are necessary to do in order to improve construction of heat
source and reduce PM concentration. This way of observation seems to be
good possibility of finding optimal solution of various problems also decreasing
of PM. Using of numerical simulation is also financially more convenient than
experimental searching by itself.
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Caption Figure 1:

Flow of particulate matter in the original design of tunnel labyrinth
Caption Figure 2:

Flow of particulate matter in the modified design of tunnel labyrinth
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Introduction &
Background

Introduction
Measuring ultrafine particle number size distribution in the sub - 10 nm size
range from a combustion source is challenging due to high dynamics of the
system. Both number concentrations and particle sizes change quickly. Most
of the instruments capable of measuring the size distribution below 10nm
have time resolution in the range of minutes, which is too long for
measurement of combustion generated particle formation and growth. In this
work we used condensation particle counter battery to achieve particle
number concentration and size distribution with 1 second time resolution.
Background
Condensation particle counter battery consists of two or more CPCs that
have different counting characteristics, for example lowest 50% cut point
diameter or working fluid (Kulmala et al.. J. Aerosol Science 38 (2007) 289304). In this study, we used three laminar flow CPCs using n-butanol as a
working fluid (Airmodus A20 bCPC). One of the CPCs was modified to have
lowest 50% cut point at 3 nm, one was left to factory settings with 5 nm cut
point and one was tuned to 10 nm cut point diameter. The size information of
the measured particle sample can be achieved by comparing number
concentrations measured with the CPCs.

Methodology

The measurement setup consisted of 3 Airmodus A20 CPCs connected to a
flow splitter, Dekati ejector diluter, a chamber, and a plasma lighter.
Description of the setup is represented in figure 1. The active parts of the
plasma lighter were inside the chamber which mixes and dilutes the sample
before entering the additional 1/8 dilution factor diluter. The chamber’s
dilution and removal of background particles were achieved by introducing
HEPA filtered air flow into the chamber. Excess air was allowed to flow out
freely from the chamber via another vent and HEPA filter equalizing the
chamber’s pressure with ambient pressure.

Results &
Conclusions

The lighter was activated for about 10th of a second and the sample was
measured with the battery. Second-by-second concentrations measured by
the CPCs is shown in figure 2 main plot. The same data is represented in
subplot of the figure 2 showing relative concentrations of three particle
ranges: 3-5nm, 5-10nm and >10nm. The figure shows clearly growth of 35nm particles into 5-10nm and finally into >10nm size range. During
presentation of this work we will also present measurements of particle
number concentration down to molecular sized (1.2 nm in diameter) using
Airmodus nano Condensation Nucleus Counter system (Airmodus A11).
Acknowledgements: Thanks for Dekati for co-operation.
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Caption Figure 1:

Measurement setup for plasma generated nanoparticles.
Caption Figure 2:

Concentrations as function of time and relative concentrations of different
particle size ranges (subplot).
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Introduction &
Background

Black Carbon (BC) particle number emissions from aircraft jet engines
contribute not only to anthropogenic climate change, but also on the
deterioration of human health. The largest uncertainty in evaluations of civil
aviation’s impact on the climate is the contribution of BC particles to the
formation of contrails, which have a significant and short-lived climate impact.
Previous studies have shown that the number of contrail ice particles is
strongly correlated with the number of BC particles emitted by aircraft engines.

Methodology

At present, existing methods to estimate the BC particle number emissions
index (EIn), the number of BC particles per kg of fuel, are limited by several
assumptions, including that BC aggregate morphologies remain constant
irrespective of thrust settings. Using a bottom-up approach based on fractal
aggregate theories, this paper proposes a new method to estimate EIn for
global civil aviation.
BC EIn estimates calculated using this new approach have been validated and
agree well with direct measurements from both ground and cruise conditions. A
review of its model input parameters such as different BC mass emissions
(EIm) methodologies available, Geometric Mean Diameter (GMD), and
Geometric Standard Deviation (GSD) have also been conducted prior to
performing an uncertainty and sensitivity analysis.

Results &
Conclusions

The new BC EIn predictive model is subsequently applied to an aircraft activity
sample dataset from the Aviation Environmental Design Tool (AEDT). This
subset consists of 3371 individual flights during cruise, which parameters are
mainly captured by the US FAA radar coverage from the 9th to 11th of March
2006. Preliminary analysis suggests the average BC EIn to be around
1.2x1015 #/kg-fuel, around 85% higher than previous estimates.
This higher number of estimated BC EIn in the baseline scenario implies a
smaller contrail ice particle diameter, potentially increasing its optical depth and
radiative forcing. Several topics are identified for further research.
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Introduction &
Background

Combustion of various solid fuels in different types of small boilers is a
widely used form of heating family houses. However, these types of
combustion processes emit large quantities of harmful gaseous and PM
emissions. Epidemiological studies show that PM created in small heating
appliances contains carcinogens and mutagens and thus may have
undesirable and harmful impacts on health. Previous studies have noted
that the quality of combustion is affected by the combustion technology,
user operation, and fuel used, all of which affect the formation of emissions.

Methodology

Various solid fuels (hard coal, lignite, dry wood, wet wood, lignite briquettes,
wood pellets) were burnt in four different types of boilers representing both
old structural designs (over-fire and under-fire boilers) and also up-to-date
combustion devices (gasification and automatic boilers). Two different
performance outputs (i.e., nominal and reduced) of boilers were tested to
compare the concentration of organic PM components, their toxicity and
biological response. For this purpose, the organic components of collected
total particulate matter (formed by 93-100% by PM2.5) were extracted, 16
priority PAHs were quantified in extracts by GC-MS, and the analysis of the
genotoxic potential of extracts using acellular assay of DNA adducts in calf
thymus DNA (relatively simple method to identify genotoxic potential of
complex mixtures) was employed.

Results & Conclusions We found that depending on the boiler’s technology, fuel quality and output
(reduced or nominal) the mass of emitted PM2.5 varied from 0.2 to 84
kg/ton of fuel. The concentrations of the representative carcinogenic PAH –
benzo[a]pyrene varied from 5 to 18,000 mg/ton of fuel. Such huge
differences in PAH content are reflected by results of measurement of
genotoxic potential in acellular assay: DNA adducts in calf thymus DNA
after metabolic activation of PAHs (by S9 microsomal fraction) varied from 6
to 140 adducts/108 nucleotides. Differences in adduct levels are even
higher after normalization of results per kg of fuel. The results of the study
suggest that: (1) Mass of particulate emissions from boilers highly correlate
with PM2.5 and PAH content; (2) For all fuels the highest genotoxicity was
observed for over-fire and down-draft boilers compared to boilers
gasification and automatic boilers; (3) Reduced output exhibited more
emissions and higher toxicity than nominal output; (4) In over-fire boiler are
emissions from coal substantially higher and more genotoxic worse than
from biomass; (5) Modern boilers (gasification and automatic) produced
lower emissions and exhibited lower genotoxicity. In summary, the results of
the study suggest huge differences in mass, composition and genotoxic
potential of complex mixtures of organic compounds forming PM emissions
from various small boilers. These results reveal the need of further study in
target human cells aiming to identify mechanisms of the action, targeted
biological processes and human health risk.
Supported by Czech Science Foundation (grant No. P-503-12-G147). This
work was prepared within the project „Innovation for Efficiency and
Environment – Growth“, identification code LO1403 with the financial
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Introduction &
Background

Particle matter emissions from internal combustion engines (IC) of size
distribution of less than 100 nm have been attracting considerable attention
due to their adverse environmental and health effects The particle size and
shape or morphology directly affects atmosphere’s optical properties.
Particle morphology also influences particle’s interaction with epithelial
cells. Moreover, it was observed that both large (aggregates) as well as
single sphere particles possess the capability of affection the deposition
efficiency present in the lungs. It was indicated by toxicological researches
that nanoparticles toxicity depends on the size, surface area and shape of
the nanoparticles, rather than only on the size. Particles that are 1 nm size
particles are deposited in the lungs upper regions. In the pharynx and the
nose, and the bronchial tubes and windpipe, 5nm particles were deposited.
The alveoli were the region where the 20nm nanoparticles were deposited.
Irrespective of the routes that are taken, these particles can also reach the
brain. Recent diesel engines reduced mass of particles but can produce
greater number of ‘nuclei mode’ nanosized particles which can be highly
variable size and shape, as well as large aggregates of small agglomerates.
The exact mechanism of the formation and growth of these nanosized
particles in diesel engine is still subject of active research investigations.
Identification and analysis of the nanoparticles morphology is considerably
crucial for determining the impacts it has on human health. In this study, the
aim was to experimentally investigates and identify the characteristics of
nanoparticles emitted from the small diesel engines for their size, shapes
and morphological features.

Methodology

Small diesel engine operated under variable loading conditions has been
used as a source of generating particles. A new particle collection method
was developed for the collection of the nanoparticles for direct analysis of
their size and morphology. In this method, a copper grid was directly
mounted on a cascade impactor plates for the collection of particles.
Cascade impactor was then integrated with the dilution tunnel attached to
small direct injection diesel engine exhaust. Particles collected on the
copper grid were then directly analysed on the of the high-resolution
transmission electron microscope (TEM) for their size and morphology.
Measurements of the particles shape and morphology were under taken at
transient and steady state operating conditions of engines at different load
(0-4 kW) conditions.

Results & Conclusions Results revealed that, during idle operation, the particles take the form of
liquid droplets in combination with a limited number of aggregates.
However, upon application of a load, chain aggregates take the place of the
droplets, displaying a 55 nm average primary particle size at varying loads.
The application of load on the engine caused the exhaust temperature to
rise, resulting in the gradual disappearance of round and irregular primary
particle droplets due to volatile substance loss and non-volatile substance
oxidation.
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Caption Figure 1:

New Particle Collection System integrated with Impactor placed with
Particle Collection Copper Grid
Caption Figure 2:

The size and morphological feature of primary and agglomerate particles
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Introduction &
Background

Particulate matter from local heating appliances and internal combustion
engines is one of the leading causes of premature deaths in many urban
areas, as particles are small, carcinogenic, and are distributed at nearly the
ground level. Particle emissions from on-road vehicles have been
successfully reduced, at least in wealthier regions, by the widespread
introduction of particle filters. Legislation targeting especially very small and
very large non-road engines has been lagging. Targeting of large - over 560
kW – engines has been also difficult due to longevity of the engines and
due to very limited and rather expensive options for laboratory testing.
This study summarizes results and experiences with on-rail tests of two
diesel electric locomotives and one diesel hydraulic motorized car, which
were fitted with portable on-board monitoring instrumentation and their
emissions were measured during regular scheduled operation on
passenger train service to demonstrate the feasibility of such approach and
to establish a baseline.

Methodology

In all cases, raw exhaust gas was sampled by instruments located in the
engine compartment, and the exhaust flow was calculated from engine
operating and technical data. On two vehicles, an in-house designed
miniature on-board system was used, featuring an NDIR bench for CO and
CO2, electrochemical cells for NO and NO2, light scattering unit for total
particle mass and ionization chamber for total particle number, with all data
measured online at 1 second resolution, and a proportional gravimetric
sampling system. On one locomotive, a charge-based nanoparticle analyzer
(NanoMet3) and an in-house designed system using an industrial Fourier
Transform Infra Red spectrometer, both sharing a 6 m heated sample line,
were also used. The instrumentation installation was adapted, among
others, to the presence of overhead traction lines during portion of the run,
vegetation outside of the minimum clearance outline, usage of both
engineer’s cabins at locomotive ends, and relatively narrow locomotive
access doors. The measurement took place on a 140 km Prague to Tanvald
run, which was run multiple times in different train configurations.

Results & Conclusions Overall, particle mass emissions were on the order of tenths of grams per
kg of fuel. NOx emissions, primarily emitted as NO, were typical for a diesel
engine without aftertreatment. Little hydrocarbons or CO was produced.
The particle emissions were not dissimilar from high-emitting diesel cars on
a per km basis, suggesting that large engines can have relatively low
emissions deterioration rates. NOx and PM emissions per passenger per
km are in line with an average EU diesel car.
The experiences suggest that on-rail (on-track) emissions (“real rolling
emissions”?) can be readily measured with an on-board system not relying
on direct measurement of exhaust flow. The on-board FTIR has proven to
be a useful instrument covering the gases of interest, and may be used in
the future for non-regulated pollutants such as ammonia, nitrous oxide, or
methane. Transient and cold start emissions of particulate matter are not
negligible, suggesting that online measurement offers advantages over
steady-state conditions only. Similar approaches are likely to be applicable
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to other types of non-road engines.
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Introduction &
Background

Limited information is available on the soluble mass fraction (SMF) and
volatile mass fraction (VMF) of aircraft engine soot particles. These
parameters play an important role in the water absorption, airborne lifetime,
obscuring effect, and detrimental health effects of these particles. Plume
processing occurs as the exhaust sample cools and mixes with ambient air
when it leaves the engine exit plane. Soluble and volatile materials condense
onto the exhaust soot.

Methodology

During Project AAFEX-II (Alternative Aviation Fuel Emissions eXperiment),
PM emissions measurements were made on a CFM56-2C1 gas turbine
engine mounted on a NASA DC-8 aircraft. The engine was operated at
several power levels, and burned several fuels: JP-8, a coal-based FischerTropsch (FT) fuel, and a Tallow-based Hydroprocessed Renewable Jet (HRJ)
fuel. In addition, blends of JP8 and HRJ and FT with 1000 ppm sulfur added
(THT) were also studied. The objectives of the AAFEX-II campaign were to
evaluate alternate fuel effects on engine performance and fuel-handling
equipment, determine fuel effects on engine PM and gas phase emissions,
study the role of sulfur on exhaust PM, investigate the impact of sample line
chemistry and line losses on emission measurements, and to support the
development of standardized exhaust sampling methodology. Emission
samples were extracted at the engine exit plane (1m), in the near field (30m),
and in the advected plume (145m). Condensation particle counters and
electrical mobility-based size spectrometers were used for number and size
distribution measurements. Volatility and deliquescence and measurements
were conducted on the downstream samples, using a thermal denuder
operating at 300 C and a tandem differential mobility analyzer with saturator,
to determine the aerosol’s SMF and VMF.

Results &
Conclusions

The SMF was observed to increase as did the fuel sulfur content; the highest
SMF and VMF were found in particles around 10nm; and the SMF increased
with increasing engine thrust levels. Figure 1 shows the 145m PM SMF and
VMF as a function of particle diameter (x) for the conditions of 30% engine
power when burning FT fuel.

Caption Figure 1:

Fig. 1. Soluble Mass Fraction and Volatile Mass Fraction for exhaust aerosol
as functions of particle diameter, using Fischer-Tropsch fuel at 30% engine
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Introduction &
Background

Sub-23 nm particle is one of the hottest topic among emission scientists.
And there are some projects concerning an extension of PMP methodology
down to 10 nm. In this study, we discuss possibility of PMP methodology
detection limit from 10 nm.

Methodology

Particles from DPF diesel and gasoline DI passenger cars were observed
using chassis dynamometer. For the emission measurement, addition to
normal PMP system (AVL APC), two condensation particle counters (CPC;
TSI 3772 and TSI 3776) which D50s are 10nm and 2.5 nm were set after a
volatile particle remover (VPR). We also set EEPS (TSI, 3090) to CVS for
monitoring high volatility particles which disappear at VPR.

Results & Conclusions We observed sub 10 nm particles emissions. The emissions were affected
by engine type, PCRF and evaporation tube temperature.
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Introduction &
Background

Intro
Small utility, spark-ignited internal combustion engines are commonly used in
gardening and forest management. They are known to be strong emitters of
hydrocarbons (HC), carbon monoxide (CO), and particulate mass (PM). With
hand-held machines the impact on human health of toxic substances in the
exhaust may be locally amplified by their use close to the operator. The use
of environmentally improved fuels, such as alkylate fuels with only trace
amounts of aromatic compounds, seems promising in the reduction of
primary carcinogenic species and secondary species like organic particles
and Ozone. This study characterized the exhaust of 5 small utility sparkignition engines (displacement between 20 and 50 cm3). For their type
approval in the EU these engines need to fulfill environmental requirements
on HC, CO and nitrous oxides (NOx), while at present particulate emissions
(mass or number of particles) are not monitored. The engines were fueled
with standard or alkylate petrol and standard or low ash-forming potential
lube oils. We quantified the emissions of regulated compounds (HC, CO,
NOx), gaseous unregulated compounds (e.g., some aromatics) and particle
mass. The experiments were performed in the facility for small engines of the
Vehicle Emission Laboratory (VELA-6) at the European Commission - Joint
Research Centre (Italy).

Methodology

We performed raw exhaust sampling (gases) and diluted sampling (PM) on
an engine test bed in a 75 m3 climatized test cell. We measured THC with
Flame Ionization Detector (FID), CO and carbon dioxide with non-dispersive
infrared (NDIR), nitrogen oxides (NOx) with chemiluminescence detector
(CLD), oxygen (O2) with electrochemical cell, PM with a dedicated particle
sampling system (Teflon filter, gravimetric method), and unregulated
compounds with FTIR technique. Several engine and test cell parameters
were monitored during the experiments: spark plug and engine-out
temperatures (K-type thermocouples), engine speed, brake torque and
power, air/fuel ratio lambda, room and intake air temperature, humidity, and
pressure. Measurements were carried out on 5 engines, with 2 fuels and 2
lube oils.

Results &
Conclusions

With the use of the standard fuel, we observed average emissions of about
285 g/h of carbon monoxide, 18 g/h of aromatics, 400 mg/h of formaldehyde.
The use of alkylate fuel resulted beneficial in the reduction of several
compounds, in particular all the monitored aromatics (from 70 to 90%). The
use of low-ash forming potential oil was engine specific and had a lower
impact compared to the change of fuel from standard to alkylate.

Caption Figure 1:

Example of concentration reduction (ppm) with the use of standard fuel (F1)
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and alkylate fuel (F2) over a G3 cycle composed of full mode and idle
weighted 85% and 15%, respectively.
Caption Figure 2:

Example of emission reduction (g/h) with the use of standard fuel (F1) and
alkylate fuel (F2) over a G3 cycle composed of full mode and idle weighted
85% and 15%, respectively.
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Introduction &
Background

Over four decades Butanol-based Condensation Particle Counters (CPCs)
have contributed significantly to the understanding of nanometer-sized
particles and their physical properties. As times and research requirements
changed, the instrumentation has evolved as well. A decade has past again
and the needs of CPC users and their research activities are leading to new
design criteria and early stage developments of Butanol-CPCs of the 4th
generation.

Methodology

Butanol-CPCs serve specific research needs such as high sensitivity in low
concentration emissions, vice versa counting in dense concentrations or
reaching down to the smallest, typically freshly-formed particles at the 1 nm
threshold or their use as detector within a particle sizer, resulting in a number
concentration size spectrum. Specialized CPCs improve the suitability to
those needs. Further specialization is needed to meet requirements where
regulations exist, e.g. the CEN/TS 16976 guideline that harmonizes the
measurement of ultrafine particles in the atmosphere for regulatory purposes.
This range of requirements resulted in a group of five new Butanol-CPCs
being developed at TSI.
Consistency of results over years of research is very important to get most
out of the data and to make sustainable conclusions. This requirement needs
to be balanced with the need of improvements and a critical part in the review
process leading to the next generation.

Results &
Conclusions

The most-used and referenced Butanol-CPCs are the models 3010 and 3772
(TSI Inc., Shoreview, USA). Those models experienced significant changes
but also have a proven track record of long-term comparable results. This
basic version of a CPC has been adapted with regards to counting efficiency
to meet a variety of special requirements such as those for engine exhaust
measurements (with a lower size limit 50% efficiency at 23 nm) and regulated
environmental monitoring (50% efficiency at 7 nm) compared to its standard
specification. Researchers performing size distribution measurements using
electrical mobility classification covering ultrafine and fine particulates in
ambient and related airborne particle research often apply size classifiers
(DMA, Differential Mobility Analyzers) operating up to 1,000 nm or above with
a start size of somewhere between 5 and 10 nm. The sizing range of interest
may lead to the conclusion to lower the nominal counting efficiency of the
base model CPC from 10 nm into the midpoint of the most commonly used
start size range. This change needs to maintain highly comparable
concentration readings.
Quality control also becomes increasingly important in the measurement of
nanometer-sized particles. This is evident in for example data protocols
requiring status codes to validate the results, but also in enhancements
spreading in more and more products, such as continuous monitoring of the
particle-to-droplet growth process using pulse height or related analysis.
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Introduction &
Background

The potential hazards of diesel exhaust emissions are a well-known fact and
were officially confirmed by the International Agency for Research on Cancer
(IARC) that belongs to the World Health Organization. To meet the strict
emission standards for diesel engines, an additional exhaust aftertreatment
system is essential. Diesel particulate filters (DPF) are particularly effective
devices to remove particulate matter (PM) from the diesel exhaust. In case of
wall-flow filters, the particulates are deposited in the porous wall and on the
surface of the filter channels. This results in an increase of filter backpressure
and thus has a negative impact on the engine performance and the fuel
consumption. For this reason, the filter has to be regenerated periodically due
to oxidation of the deposited PM. However, this DPF operating behavior is
influenced by the characteristics of the deposited and accumulated soot,
which is affected by different diesel engine operating parameters. This is
especially relevant for the thermal control of the regeneration process that
poses a challenge resulting from the lack of knowledge concerning the
operation behavior of the DPF. In the future, this topic might become more
important because of lower exhaust temperatures due to more efficient
combustion and hybridization.

Methodology

In this study, the loading and regeneration behavior of diesel particulate filters
is compared. For that purpose, filters were loaded under steady state
conditions at the engine test bench. Several filters were loaded under different
engine operating parameters that implicate different mass flows and particle
properties in the exhaust. The subsequent regeneration was applied via postinjection under defined engine operating conditions to ensure comparability.
The filters used in this study are standard wall-flow filters made out of silicon
carbide. Uncoated as well as coated filters, with a platinum coating, were
used. Furthermore, some of the filters were rapidly aged with an oil burner
system that brings ash into the channels. Therefore, it was possible to
investigate to influence of different ash levels on the DPF operating behavior.

Results &
Conclusions

The results show significant differences concerning loading and regeneration
behavior of uncoated and coated filters as well as filters with several ash
levels. The most relevant differences are visible when the filters were loaded
under engine operating conditions with smaller particles. Those differences
particularly include the duration and the temperature levels and gradients
inside the filter during loading and regeneration. Also the beginning of the PM
oxidation is influenced by the filter-type respectively the ash level.
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Introduction &
Background

Since there is a potential to increase the energy supply from wood combustion by
more than 50 % in Switzerland, energy wood utilisation is expected to increase in
the next years. However, wood combustion contributes to ambient air pollution,
especially with particulate matter (PM). Consequently, there is a target conflict
between air pollution control and the propagation of wood as a renewable energy
source. Furthermore, PM in ambient air not only results from primary particles
emitted at the source and accounted for by emission limit values, but is also
caused by secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formed from oxidation of co-emitted
volatile organic compounds (VOC). Therefore, in this project primary emissions
and SOA formation from nine different state-of-the-art combustion devices are
compared in order to identify the most ecological technologies and operation
conditions.

Methodology

To identify the influence of combustion technology, fuel type, operation type,
combustion regime, and flue gas cleaning, flue gases were produced under welldetermined conditions in the combustion laboratory. The experimental setup
enabled an on-line characterization of the gas phase species O2, CO, CO2, NOx,
CH4, VOC amount and composition, of the concentration of total particle mass,
black carbon, total organic and inorganic (NO3, Cl, NH4 and SO4) matter, and of
particle number concentration and size distribution. The SOA formation potential
is investigated in a potential aerosol mass chamber, which simulates the
photochemical ageing in the atmosphere. In addition, reactive oxygen species
were determined as a measure for PM-induced oxidative stress within the lung.
To identify the influence of the combustion type, the investigated combustion
devices cover different log and pellet stoves, log and pellet boilers as well as an
industrial wood chip boiler. In addition, influences of operation and fuel type,
combustion phase, and particle precipitation in the flue gas are investigated.

Results &
Conclusions

Experiments show clearly different gas phase and primary PM emissions as well
as different SOA yields for different combustion technologies, operation types
and fuels used. The highest emissions were found in the log wood stoves during
re-fill and operation with humid wood whereas optimum combustion conditions in
the investigated pellet and log wood boilers as well as in the industrial wood chip
boiler reveal low emissions. However, at non-ideal conditions (lack and high
excess of O2, load change to standby) also pellet and industrial grate boilers
exhibit increased emissions. As shown in Figure 1 SOA yields are low, but not
zero, for devices and conditions with low VOC emissions whereas a clear
increase of SOA is observed with increasing non-methane VOC (NMVOC)
concentrations. Therefore, SOA should be considered for future reduction
measures. In addition, a linear correlation between NMVOC and SOA (R2=0.92
and R2=0.86 excluding very high concentrations) is evident. This relationship
could be used in the future to estimate SOA when complex experimental setups
as implemented in this study cannot be applied. Furthermore, the large dataset
acquired in this project can serve as a basis for governmental authorities to
develop target-oriented air pollution control strategies and enforce wood
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combustion technologies with the least environmental and health impact.
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Caption Figure 1:

Comparison of NMVOC and SOA for three different combustion devices with
different operation modes.
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